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Abstract
This thesis develops an extension to explanation—based learning techniques that augments domain knowledge with knowledge of task—oriented instructional discourse in
order to accommodate and exploit the sort of instruction available to human students.
Based on Austin's [Aus62] view of discourse as action, the teacher is considered to be
executing aplan to communicate the form of aprocedure to the student. The core
of the model is plan recognition. The knowledge available to the recognition process
captures logical and conventional constraints on instructional discourse, and encodes
conventional mechanisms that ateacher might use to provide additional assistance in
situations that would otherwise be ambiguous or obscure. The model is implemented,
along with asmall set of discourse knowledge, and tested on asimple but representative problem. The approach appears promising, and the potential advantages include
instructability, learnability, and improved computational complexity.
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Introduction
This thesis investigates task acquisition from natural instruction with the aim of developing amachine learning model that can accommodate and exploit agood teacher.
A knowledgeable and well-intentioned teacher provides a mixture of examples and
explanatory information, relating the examples to each other, focusing on relevant
attributes, highlighting decision points, and so forth. The ultimate goal

of

this re-

search direction is to construct acognitively plausible computational model of task
learning from .natural instruction

-

an artificial student. The current research keeps

this aim in mind, but is primarily concerned with the pragmatic goals of machine
learning (e.g. improved computational complexity, increased learnability, improved
accuracy, etc). These goals guide the design and implementation of aprototype, and
serve as evaluation criteria.

1.1. Motivation

The shortcomings of existing machine learning systems that perform task acquisition highlight the importance of supporting natural instruction.

These systems

typically restrict the teaching situation to demonstrations in which the teacher provides only examples of the execution of the procedure. The teacher has been allowed
to help the learner only by providing examples in afelicitous order, by introducing new
information gradually, and by showing intermediate steps. This is an impoverished
model of human task instruction, and both the systems and the instructors suffer
1
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from the restriction. A teacher' will not leave the student with the chore of inducing
the correct procedure from aseries of representative examples, nor will an intelligent
instructor labour. with the production of such asequence. A teacher can communicate
the form of the procedure for atask more efficiently, and more reliably, than can be
done with examples alone [Lam86]. The teacher can warn the student when portions
of the lesson are obscure, and expose important relationships and relevant attributes
to help resolve the problems.

Unfortunately, existing machine learning techniques

cannot exploit, or even accommodate, natural instruction. These techniques require
that the teacher conform to the unnatural restriction to demonstration.

Should the

teacher deviate from the presentation of optimal examples, in order to signal difficulties or expose an obscure relationship, these systems will be unable to extract and
assimilate the helpful behavior, and so may misunderstand the entire explanation.
This may cause them to build asuboptimal or incorrect procedure. Rote, exemplarbased, and explanation-based learning techniques either ignore or are foiled by the
use of expositive acts during instruction.
An artificial student that could be taught in the same way as a human student
would offer many advantages. Both the instructor and system would benefit.
• The likelihood of the student extracting the correct procedure is increased. The
teacher's hints can provide the necessary justification to allow generalizations,
or to relate portions of the instruction; when, such behavior is absent incorrect
procedures can be learned [Lam86].
• Reliance on ashared procedural representation is decreased. The student and
teacher need not represent procedures in the same form.

Purely inductive

learners with different representational biases may require different lesson sequences [Van83]. A learner that is able to understand explanatory information
can translate the relationships into its native representation.
'Throughout the thesis an ideal teacher will be assumed.
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• Reliance on shared domain knowledge is decreased. The student and teacher
need not have the same knowledge base.

The student may know different

procedures for achieving the same goals, but if the student can recognize that
the way individual goals are achieved is unimportant, the known procedures
can be substituted.
• Less data may be required from the teacher.

Explanatory information can

obviate examples that would otherwise be needed. A few examples with explanatory information can replace many without.
• The student may need to process less data. The student need process only the
input supplied by the instructor, so if the instructor needs to supply less, then
the student needs to process less.
• The student may need to search less within the information supplied.

The

teacher may explicitly focus the student on the relevant objects and relationships.

Theoretical results indicate that this can restore tractabil-

ity [Gol67, Val84, Lit88].
• Existing teaching skills can be exploited.

A variety of effective and, efficient

techniques are known for communicating to human students. For efficiently
teaching human students tasks, methods exist that are provably superior to
exemplar based approaches [Lam86].

1.2. About the thesis
This thesis takes a novel approach to the study of task acquisition from human
instruction. A simple construction task from the machine learning literature is considered in terms of natural instruction.

An instructional sequence is devised to

communicate the task more compactly and more reliably than by demonstrations.
An informal analysis of this sequence gives rise to aconnection with aphilosophical
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theory of the meaning of actions and utterances. That theory, called speech act theory [Aus62, Gri57, Gri69, Sea69, Sea75a], views both verbal and non—verbal behavior
as actions on the domain of mental states. The key ideas that have been extracted
from speech act theory are as follows.
(1) Communication is achieved through conventional behavior that has consensual
meaning when performed in certain circumstances [Aus62].
(2) Successful interpretation of the behavior depends upon recognition of the
teacher's intentions, and tliis depends on shared knowledge and beliefs [Gri69,
Sea69, Sea75a].
(3) The teacher behaves to facilitate recognition [0ri69, Sea69].

This in-

volves ( a) adhering to constraints on the overall discour
se, (b) providing
information to resolve situations that would otherwise be ambiguous or obscure, and ( c) signalling the student when special processing is required.
Discourse processing research suggested how to capture these ideas in computational models for both generating and understanding discourse. Plan based models
of speech acts have been proposed. Discourse generation can be thought of as aplanning problem [CPA81, Caw91] (i.e. the process of applying operators which transform
the listener's mental state to the goal state). Discourse understanding can then be
considered plan recognition [Sch76 All79, Pol86]. That is th approach taken in this
research. Instruction is considered plan based explanation generation [Caw91]. The
teacher is seen as executing a plan to communicate the form of a procedure, each
component of which is intended to play a role in causing the correct form of the
procedure to evolve in the student's mind.
The major concentration of this thesis is the development of these discourse processing techniques to account for learning.
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1.3. Achievements
The thesis develops anew computational model of task learning from instruction
that accommodates and exploits the teacher's communicative nature. The model is an
extension to explanation—based learning techniques that augments domain knowledge
with knowledge of instructional discourse. The model is implemented, along with a
small set of discourse knowledge that captures some of the tacit, organized reasoning
that produces and recognizes teaching behavior. Criteria for additional knowledge
are established. The implementation is tested in arobot construction domain, which
serves to demonstrate the practical usage of the model, as well as its viability as a
model of task acquisition from natural instruction. The robot learns how to perform
simple tasks from asingle instructional sequence containing expositive acts.
1.4. Thesis organization

The following chapter gives an example of the type of instruction to be dealt with
in this thesis. This example clarifies what is meant by expositive acts. It is given in
the form of asequence of illustrations showing the teacher guiding a robot through
the task of constructing an arch.
Chapter 3 reviews three previous works in machine learning that deal with task
acquisition from instruction. The instructability of each system is discussed, using the
scenario of chapter 2as areference point. These works are presented as aprogression
along a scale of instruct ability; the research in the current thesis is intended as a
further step along that scale.
Chapter 4motivates the design of the model based on the analysis of instruction as
discourse. The core mechanisms of the thesis model are extracted from the literature,
and translated into the instructional setting.
Chapter 5 describes the model.

An explanation—based framework is used, and

domain knowledge is augmented with discourse knowledge.

Discourse knowledge

captures the behavior of the instructor, and how it should be interpreted.
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The example of chapter 2 is revisited in chapter 6, showing how such input is
processed by the model.
Chapter 7discusses the strengths and weaknesses of the model, and suggests some
extensions to address the criticisms.
Chapter 8gives asummary and some concluding remarks.
The closing chapter outlines my future research goals.

CHAPTER

2

Scenario
This chapter provides an example of the type of instruction that the thesis addresses;
after the model has been described chapter 6will show how this example is processed.
The following scenario is of an instructor guiding arobot apprentice to construct
an arch: two columns topped by alintel. The columns must be of equal height and
their outside faces must be separated by an amount equal to the length of the lintel.
The instructor guides the robot via aminiature version that is used as ajoystick.
The robot world consists of an arm 1 centered on atable, and some number of blocks
of arbitrary dimension, location, and orientation. Figure 2.1 shows the initial state
for this chapter's example.

FIGURE

2.1. The initial state.

The workspace initially contains six blocks
and alintel scattered about the workspace.
The robot's initial position is arbitrary.
Note that there are two blocks stacked at
the front left side of the table.

'The robot is asimulation of the EXCALIBUR

arm.
7
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The goal of this instruction sequence is to show how to construct an arch of height n.
The student knows the goal, but does not know how it can be achieved. The instructor's approach to teaching the arch task is recursive. First, the student will be shown
how to construct an arch of height three

-

towers of height two

-

then how to

extend it to height four. The student will then be expected to extract the general
solution for height n.
2.1. The base case
An arch of height three, rather than two, is chosen as the base case because atower
of height two already exists in the initial state. This provides the instructor with an
opportunity to show the student how to take advantage of existing conditions. The
teacher begins by indicating that the existing tower will be used. Figure 2.2 shows
how this is done

-

by picking up the top block, and stacking it back in its origi-

nal position. This action focuses the student on the tower, since replacing the block
reestablishes the tower.

FIGURE

2.2. The existing tower.

The teacher indicates that the existing
tower will be used by focusing on the top
block. This figure shows the robot grasp
the top block, pick it up, and then return
it to its original position.
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The next step is to construct the second tower. During generalization, the student
will be forced to search for areason for the placement of the tower. The instructor
exposes the distance relationship by picking up the lintel that. will span the columns
and placing it directly beside the location where the arch will be constructed
adjacent to the existing tower

-

-

as shown in figure 2.3. This action is not part of

the task itself, but is crucial in the communication process.

The distance between the two towers is
critical. The teacher indicates this by measuring it with the lintel. This figure shows
the robot grasping the lintel.

The teacher then picks up the lintel and
moves it directly beside where the arch will
be built.

FIGURE

2.3. Indicating the distance to second tower.

Now the second tower can be constructed. Figure 2.4 shows the four operations
involved. Two blocks are fetched in turn. The first is placed at the opposite end of
the lintel from the originally existing tower. The second is placed on top.
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The teacher now goes to the location of,
and grasps, what will become the base
block for the second tower.

The teacher now places the base block for
the second tower at the end of the lintel.

The teacher then picks up another block

and completes the second tower.

FIGURE

2.4. Building the second tower.

10
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2.2. The recursive extension
Figure 2.5 shows the instructor guide the robot to stack the lintel on top of the
two towers, then immediately remove it in order to extend the towers. This do—undo
action is similar to that of restacking the block on the existing tower

-

it is obviously

unnecessary, and causes the learner to regard it as expositive. Once the towers are
extended, and alarger arch completed, the learner can then interpret the action as
a recursive marker. By placing the lintel back in its previous location, at the base
of the towers, the teacher identifies all steps that may be omitted from the recursive
solution. Figure 2.6 shows the towers being extended.

FIGURE 2.5. The recursive step.

The teacher fetches the lintel and accomplishes the goal of constructing an arch.
The lintel is immediately removed, so that
the towers can be extended.
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The teacher then picks up ablock

and extends the first tower.

Then the last block

and extends the second tower.

FIGURE 2.6. Extending the towers.

12
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The larger arch can now be completed. Figure 2.7 shows the teacher fetching the
lintel from the base of the extended towers, and placing it on them again. The teach
sequence is complete; to indicate this the teacher moves the robot hand away from
the arch and stops:

The teacher now fetches the lintel

and stacks it on the two towers.

Finally

the teacher moves away from the arch to
indicate completion of the teach sequence.

FIGURE 2.7. Completing the arch asecond time.

2.3. Discussion
This scenario illustrates the form of instruction addressed by this thesis. The focus
of the work is upon what Ihave called expositive acts: actions that are not necessary
for achieving the final state, but are used to communicate the form of the procedure
to the learner. Examples of expositive acts in this scenario are the act of restacking
'The name is borrowed from speech act theory [Aus62] where it was used to denote aset of
utterances whose main role was considered to be expository (e.g. clarifying usages and references)
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the block on the existing tower, moving the lintel to the base of the towers, and
stacking—unstacking the lintel before extending the towers.
Processing this form of instruction poses a major difficulty for existing machine
learning techniques. The problem is not one for which any amount of domain knowledge will suffice. Discourse knowledge is needed. Instruction can take the form of a
discourse in which the teacher communicates the form of aprocedure
complex structure

-

-

apotentially

via alinear sequence of actions. This thesis develops amethod

of exploiting the teacher's expositive actions to construct the correct procedure. A
computational complexity analysis is beyond the scope of this work, but chapter 7will
argue that there are benefits.. The approach is acombination of discourse processing
and machine learning. The following chapter provides some necessary background.
Chapter 6will return to this scenario, and show how it is processed by the learning
model to be described in chapter 5.

CHAPTER

3

Previous machine learning systems
This chapter will present three example systems that learn tasks from instruction.
The purpose is to both position the work of this thesis in the field, and to motivate the
design of the model. The three are chosen as representative systems from aspectrum
defined by the strength of assumptions about the teacher.
The first system, NODDY [
And84], addresses the problem of constraining generalization. It contributes the idea that generalization should only be performed when
there is sufficient justification. This is particularly true in learning from instruction
where ateacher will try to eliminate ambiguity. The second system is an explanation—
based learner called ARMS [
SegS8].

It contrasts the strength of knowledge—based

generalization to NODDY's inductive inference mechanism. Knowledge gives ARMS
the ability to identify expositive acts
domain goal

-

-

because they are not needed to achieve the

but ARMS assumes they are mistakes, and throws them away. This

is because it assumes that the expert who is providing the example will behave as
if unaware of being observed. The last system reviewed corrects this misconception.
SIERRA

[
Van83] is a system designed to test the hypothesis that human learner's

exploit felicity constraints

-

tacit conventions followed by instructors

-

to acquire

procedures from lessons. SIERRA allows expositive acts, but only in a very limited
way, and they must be made explicit by providing optimization lessons afterwards.
15
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Each review will describe the system, and examine its use of instruction.

The

task of chapter 2will serve to focus the discussion on the issue of accounting for the
teacher's expositive acts. The starting point will be weak assumptions.

3.1. Noddy
NODDY [And84] is a two-dimensional point robot that acquires procedures from
positive examples provided by ateacher. The examples are traces of the execution of
the procedure. NODDY incrementally acquires the procedure for the task by generalizing these traces.
In any rich domain there can be a large number of generalizations that cover the
examples. Choosing the best generalization can be thought of as asearch through a
space of possibilities. The issue addressed by NODDY is how to constrain that search.
Two key ideas underlie the design.
(1) Exploitation of domain constraints is particularly important for task acquisition from positive examples. Theoretical results for language acquisition show
that agrammar can be acquired from positive examples alone only if the set
of candidates is constrained to satisfy a certain condition [Ang8O].

NODDY

exploits domain constraints in the following ways.
• Negative examples are constructed from positive examples.
• Structural constraints reduce the space of possible generalizations.
(2) Justified generalization: a generalization should be made only when there is
sufficient information available from the examples to choose it as the best.
This demands two things.
(a) That there are no competing generalizations.
(b) That the parameters of the generalization can not be altered (e.g. the
parameters of a circle can be altered in an infinite number of ways and
still fit any two data points).
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NODDY learns a generalized structure incrementally.

Each new example is integrated into the procedure by aprocess of structure matching
and generalization. Loops, forks, and branches will be added where necessary. Six
stages of processing are required.
(1) Include. A check is performed to see whether the current procedure covers the
new trace; if so then no further processing is required for this trace.
(2) Skeleton. A set of key pairs

event pairs whose actions occur only once in

-

both the procedure and trace

-

are extracted. This partitions the matching

problem into isolated blocks. The structure provided by this set of pairs is the
skeleton for the new procedure.
(3) Propagation.

Matching and generalization now proceeds within each block

provided by the skeleton stage. Pairing is now based on generalized matching
which propagates both forward and backward from the key pairs.

Matches

within blocks need not be unique in this stage, and one event may be involved
in multiple pairings.
(4) Grouping. The structure constructed by the propogation stage may not be a
proper procedure; grouping corrects this. All events involved in apairing may
be generalized to a single event, or a new construct may be added to resolve
the overlap (e.g. a loop emerges from multiple pairings that involve a single
trace event).
(5) Parallel branches. Blocks that ( a) are enclosed by the same key pairs, (b) have
the same number of events, and ( c) have matching conditions and actions for
their

i1h

events, are merged by inducing arelation between the parameters of

the conditions and actions within the block.
(6) Nondeterministic forks.
valid.

The final stage ensures that the new procedure is

An ambiguous branch condition signals either a misplaced fork, an

overgeneralization, or a necessary merge. NODDY backtracks to correct the
faux pas, allowing more complex generalizations

-

justified by the existence
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but not considering alternate locations for the

fork.

3.1.2. An example.

This example ( from [And84]) demonstrates the type of

input provided by the teacher, the form of generalization performed by NODDY, and
its robotic capabilities. The goal procedure is called The Turtle. NODDY is to move
toward some set location, going around any obstacles encountered. The obstacles are
encountered by colliding with them; NODDY is blind.
Figure 3.1.1 shows the first two traces provided by the teacher for the turtle procedure.

The teacher presents ( a) first, showing the procedure when no obstacles

interfere. In example (b) the robot collides with a small obstacle, backs off, moves
over, and again heads toward the goal.

NODDY generalizes these two examples to

get the procedure shown in figure 3.1.2.
collision

-

backing up, and moving over

The two actions immediately following a
-

have separated out. From the three re-

maining moves NODDY has inferred that each pre-collision move should be directed
at the goal location. The loop in the procedure is not generalized: it will succeed in
stepping NODDY vertically once when acollision occurs at location ( 4,0). No branch
is appropriate for collisions at other points, and the procedure will fail if one occurs.
It is also possible to manufacture an initial state that will cause an infinite loop.
Presenting NODDY with the third example, shown in figure 3.1.3, corrects these
shortcomings. The teacher has NODDY collide with an obstacle in a different orientation and location. From this trace NODDY is able to generalize the loop condition,
and infer that the angle for backing up and moving over is dependent on the angle of
the surface contacted. The new procedure is shown in figure 3.1.4. This is the final
procedure.
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.

T

at: (7.0,1.0)

at: (
6,0,0.0)

at: (
6,0,0.0)

move 6.0@ 180 °

move 2.0@ 180 0

at: (0,0)
atop

at: (4.0,0.0) & contact: 180 0
move 0. 1@ 0

X

(0,0)
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(a)

move 3.5@ - 172 °

at: (
3.5,03) & contact: —135 0
move 0l@ 450

at: (4.1,0.0)

at: (
3.5,0.5)

move 0.5@ 90°

move 03@ 1350

at: (4.1,0.5)
move 4.13@ —173

at: (
3.2,0.9)
°

move 3.3@ -164 °

at: (0,0)

(b)

at: (0,0)
stop

atop

FIGURE 3.1.1

move-until-contact-towards(O,0)

move-until-contact-towards(0,0)

/

if: at(0,0)
stop

if: anywhere & contact[ e]
move 0.1@(e — 180 ° )

if: at: (4,0) & contact: 180
move 0.1@ 00

move 0.5@(e

-

90°

move 0.5@ 900

FIGURE 3.1.2

FIGURE 3.1.4

FIGURE 3.1. NODDY's Turtle Procedure ( from [ And84]). Figure 3.1.1
shows the first two traces. The procedure learned from these two examples is given in figure 3.1.2. Figure 3.1.3 shows the third trace, and
figure 3.1.4 gives NODDY's final procedure.
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This section shows how NODDY' could be

taught the arch task. The scenario of chapter 2poses some problems for NODDY, but
the recursive arch task

-

taking advantage of an existing tower, if one exists

-

can

be taught. The scenario needs revision, however, to accommodate NODDY's design.
NODDY can not deal with the expositive acts performed by the teacher, and can not

learn from a single example. This is because NODDY learns inductively. As aresult
multiple examples must be presented. The first example becomes NODDY's initial
procedure. Generalization will only occur when two examples differ. The repetitive
operation of stacking blocks to build a tower will induce a loop only after a second
example is encountered.
From the thesis viewpoint, a more severe penalty for inductive learning is the
inability to reason about the role that any action, or group of actions, plays in accomplishing the goal. This means that expositive actions
the existing tower

-

-

restacking the block on

will be incorporated into the procedure. Thus for every perfor-

mance of the task NODDY would restack the block; worse, the procedure would fail
if the tower did not exist.
The cost is that two different procedures must be taught: one for when the tower
exists, and one for when it does not. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate these two possibilites.
The first example.

Figure 3.2 shows noddy how to construct an arch when

no tower previously exists.

The first frame shows NODDY scanning the base row

in search of the existing tower.
blindness'.

This step is necessary to accommodate NODDY's

Objects must either be in some set location, or NODDY must scan for

them. In these examples NODDY will access blocks and lintels from adispensor. The
1This

example is hypothetical, and NODDY may not process the examples in exactly this way.

The main characteristics of the system are correctly represented, but some liberties may have been
taken.
2NODDY

domain.

is blind in the sense that the system neither has a vision system, nor a model of the
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FIGURE 3.2. Teaching NODDY the Arch Procedure without an existing tower.
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dispensor contains a stack of all the available blocks, and a single lintel; both have
constant x locations, but the length of the lintel may vary. The lintel is oriented so
that NODDY can retrieve it by what will become its left end. This allows NODDY to
know the location of its left end

-

the location in which to build the left tower

-

without further search. Frame 2 shows NODDY move the lintel into location. The
top of the work area is used to temporarily place the lintel above where the towers
will be built.
Frame 3shows NODDY scanning for the right end of the lintel. This is not strictly
necessary; function induction could uncover the relation to the height of the lintel in
the dispensor. In fact, the entire act of moving the lintel could be skipped. Instead
NODDY need only measure the height of the lintel. The computational expense would

be much greater though, since NODDY searches through all relations in order of
complexity.
Most of the remainder of figure 3.2 shows NODDY stacking blocks on alternating
towers. Each tower is aligned under one end of the lintel.
Frame 12 shows NODDY attempting to fetch a block from the empty dispensor.
This is the terminating condition for constructing the towers. This revision of the
task of chapter 2 was necessary since no parameters are passed to the procedure.
The procedure is simply a series of actions to execute. This demands that the goal
procedure for arecursive arch have aterminating condition testable in the state information. The revision chosen here is to teach aprocedure for constructing the tallest
arch possible from the materials available. This demands that the tasks of constructing the towers of the arch must be interleaved, or that the relational equivalent of
counting blocks be induced. For simplicity, an even number of blocks is assumed, and
the towers are constructed in parallel.
The final frames show the placement of the lintel on top of the two towers. NODDY
will learn exactly this sequence of steps for the arch procedure from this first example.
No generalization will be performed, and no structure will be inferred.
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FIGURE 3.3. Teaching NODDY the Arch Procedure with an existing tower.
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Figure 3.3 shows NODDY how to handle an existing tower.

The structure of NODDY's procedures means that taking advantage of existing conditions will involve introducing a conditional branch. The branch will be entered if
NODDY collides with a tower during the scan step. The steps in the branch will be
to position the lintel with one end over the existing tower, and then build atower of
the same height at the opposite end. Once the two towers are the same height the
process of extending them is identical to that of the first example

-

the procedures

should merge at that point.
Matching the steps in the interleaved extension of the towers in this second example
with those of constructing the towers in the first will induce aloop. The terminating
condition for the loop will become colliding with the wall at the bottom of the dispensor. The alternate branch from this conditional will contain the moves necessary
to place the lintel on the two towers.
Between the branch and merge points no generalization will occur until more examples are seen.

Generalization will occur on each branch separately.

Two more

examples are required: one with an existing tower, and one without. The parameters
for the actions in the loop will be related hack to the actions in the branches, so
generalizing the branches will generalize the loop. The additional examples required
to learn the task could be identical, but use different length lintels.

An informal

version of the procedure that NODDY should learn from these four examples is shown
in figure 3.4.
3.1.4. Discussion.

The contrast between the scenario of chapter 2 and the ex-

amples constructed for NODDY brings out some important points.
contains all of the information necessary to learn the task
learner knows how to build a tower

-

-

The scenario

assuming that the

and is a very compact communication of the

procedure. The compactness has value to both the learner, and to the teacher; the
number of instructional moves taken by the teacher is less, and so the amount of
input to the learner is less. The teacher benefits by having to perform fewer physical
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start

scan for an existing tower

N

if: at:.cwall> & contact
set xL = K
fetch the lintel

if: at: <not wall> & contact
set xL = current x coord
fetch the lintel

place lintel at <xL, ceilings.

place lintel at .ex!-. ceiling>

find right end of lintel
set xR - current x coord

find right and of lintel
set xR - current xcoord

find height of existing tower
set yT - current y coord

fetch a block

place block at .cxR, down>

if: at:

goto dispensor

z

.,

yT>

goto dispenser

if: not at: &, yT:,.
fetch a block

y
Move down until contact

if: more blocks
fetch a block

1

place block at .xxL, down>

fetch a block

N

if: no more blocks
fetch the lintel

place lintel at .cxR, down>

stop

place block at .cxR', down>

goto dispenser

FIGURE 3.4. An informal version of the arch procedure for NODDY.
The xcoordinate of the final position of the left ( right) end of the lintel
is denoted by xL (
xR). The xcoordinate of the center of the left (right)
tower is denoted by xLI (
sRi). If it exists, the y coordinate of the top
of the left tower is denoted by yT. K is aconstant.
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The learner has to

process less information, but there is adecoding cost associated with compactness.
Two types of knowledge are necessary to decode instruction: discourse and domain.
NODDY'S

incremental approach to learning captures the most important aspect of in-

structional discourse: the teacher is cooperative.

Incremental construction makes

NODDY highly sensitive to presentation order. It will learn much faster if each example introduces only a few new aspects of the procedure.

Certain presentation

orderings may cause it to fail completely. NODDY assumes afelicitous ordering.
Discourse knowledge has more powerful possibilities than are explored by NODDY.
One possibility is illustrated by the arch task. After the first two examples of the arch
task, NODDY will only benefit from the portions of the new examples that traverse
the pre-merge portions of the procedure. An alternate form of discourse knowledge
could allow each new input to consist only of those portions of the example that
introduce new information.
Adding domain knowledge, and reasoning about it, would allow NODDY to infer
the relation between the arch and two towers, and to realize that the distance between
the towers was constrained by the length of the lintel. This would remove the burden
from the function inducer, and allow the generalization to be formed after the first
example. Multiple examples would still be required however, to show how to deal
with an existing tower. Domain knowledge
-

-

in the form of a set of known tasks

could eliminate the need for these additional examples, provided that the learner

possesses the ability to integrate the procedures, and that the teacher can indicate
how to integrate them in some other way.
The next review looks at asystem that develops the ability to reason about the role
of an action in accomplishing the domain goals of the procedure. The third review
will further explore the discourse issues.
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3.2. Arms
ARMS [Seg88] Acquires Robot Manufacturing Schemata from observing an expert's
problem solving performance. The system is meant to act in an apprentice role. The
following characteristics are claimed desirable for an apprentice system:
• It should be capable of learning new tasks, not simply refining known tasks.
• It should not be fully dependent on correlational evidence.
• A single example should be sufficient for learning useful knowledge.
• Negative examples should not be required.
The key to meeting these criteria is domain knowledge. ARMS is an explanation—
based learner

-

a domain theory gives the system the ability to construct a causal

explanation of why an expert's solution satisfies the goal. Physical joint schemata
contain descriptions of assemblies that meet some functional specification. Operator
schemata are descriptions of how to construct these devices. Both types of knowledge
are incomplete; the system may know how to design a device that meets the goal
specification, but not how to build it, or it may not even know the design. ARMS
learns both types of knowledge by observing an expert's solution. It uses the known
schemata to construct an explanation of why the expert's solution achieves the goal,
and generalizes this explanation to gain new schema.
The method that ARMS uses to generalize allows the solution to be optimized by
building acausal chain, and using only those actions and dependencies that contribute
to the achievment of the goal. The following is claimed for the operator schemata
acquired by ARMS.
• They are sufficiently general to allow the construction of devices that are functionally similar, but physically different.
• They are insensitive to initial piece placements.
• They contain only necessary steps and dependencies.
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The third claim is only partially true. Superfluous actions will be eliminated, but
suboptimal solutions may be operationalized.
3.2.1. Inside Arms.

ARMS consists of two components: aperformance element

and alearning element. The two share aschema library. The performance element
uses the library to construct aplan to meet agiven functional specification. Should
the library contain insufficient knowledge for the performance element to succeed,
then control passes to the learner.

The schema library is used by the learner to

explain, why the expert's solution meets the goal specification. Any schemata learned
are added to the library, and available for future use by either the performance or the
learning element. This review will concentrate on the learning element.
The input to the learning element is an initial state, agoal specification, and asequence of observations that achieve the goal; the observations correspond to primitive
operations to control arobot arm'. Learning consists of understanding how the final
assembly satisfies the goal, and generalizing both this and the causal explanation of
how it was achieved by the operations in the sequence.
The understander.

ARMS uses plan recognition [Kau87] to understand the

input sequence. The process simply climbs the abstraction hierarchy formed by the
operator schemata, grouping the expert's actions as known tasks.

The leaves of

the abstraction hierarchy are primitive actions. The state created by the preceding
sequence of primitives provides contextual information used to recognize both the
next primitive, and abstract schemas [Cha82].

The causal model is the series of

top—level abstractions for the entire sequence.
The generalizer.

The goal specification and the causal model produced by the

understander are now used to obtain anew composite operator schema, and possibly
anew physical joint schema. A verification process ensures that the device assembled
by the expert meets the specification. A new physical joint schemata will be added to
3ARMS

runs on arobot that is similar to the one used in this thesis.
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the library if this is anovel design. In either case anew operator will be constructed.
The operator representation used in ARMS lists a series of goals with each schema.
The subgoals in the top-level operators of the causal model form the most general
operator possible.

This leaves a great deal of work to the performance element.

A second alternative is available to ARMS; it can descend the causal explanation
until no dependencies exist between the subgoals. This makes the planning problem
considerably easier.

3.2.2. An Example.

This section summarizes the widget example from Segre's

thesis [Seg88]. The initial state is shown in figure 3.5 ( a); it contains a solid block,
bored block, washer, and peg. The goal is to construct a device with one revolute

0

Bored Block

degree of freedom between the washer and bored block.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 3.5. The ( a) initial state, and ( b) final state, for the ARMS

widget building task (from [Seg88]).

The solution provided by the expert involves the following steps.
9 Move to the bored block, grasp it, place it on its back, and release it.
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• Move to the tip of the peg, grasp it, move over to the center of the solid block,
and release it. The expert achieves moving the peg by lifting it straight up,
moving back, then over, then down onto the solid block.
• Move to the washer, rotate 90°, grasp it, pick it up, and place it on top of the
bored block with holes aligned.
• Retrieve the peg by its base, flip it over, and insert it through the washer into
the bored block.
Figure 3.5 ( b) shows the final state.
Note that there are three shortcomings in the expert's solution.
(1) The expert places the peg on top of the solid block when removing it from
the washer. Placing it on the solid block is not necessary; it could be placed
on the table. Dependence on the block would make the schema fail in future
planning where the block is not present.
(2) The way in which the peg is moved is inefficient. A single move could replace
the two moves (backwards and over) used to center the peg over the solid
block.
(3) Rotating the gripper before picking up the washer is unnecessary because the
washer is round. The action can be eliminated.
ARMS recognizes two physical joint schemata in the* solution provided by the

teacher: the cylindrical joint between the peg and washer, and the rigid joint between the peg and bored block. From the constraints on the cylindrical joint ARMS
can verify that the goal has been achieved, and construct anew physical joint schema
for the revolute joint.
A new operator schema can be added to ARMS's knowledge as well. ARMS can
infer the ordering constraint that the cylindrical joint must be achieved first. This
top—level subgoal set

-

to achieve acylindrical joint between the washer and apeg,

then asolid joint between the peg and bored block

-

can be generalized directly, or

the expert's solution can be descended to alower level.
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The arch scenario of chapter 2poses far fewer

both for learning, and for discussion

-

than it did for NODDY. This

section will perform a hypothetical translation of the ARMS domain into that of
chapter 2, and discuss the arch task. The joint relations that served as goals can
be replaced with support relations. Provided that the goal is achieved in the final
state, the input sequence can remain the same; ARMS will optimize out the expositive
actions on the assumption that suboptimal components of the expert's solution are
mistakes. This has some interesting repercussions.
• The recursive cue essentially marks the boundary between two separate, but
related examples. ARMS simply discards this information, and so can finally
reason about only the example arch of height 4. No matter how blatant the
teacher was about the recursive nature of the procedure, ARMS will have to
reason about the structure from scratch.
• The teacher's attempt to indicate the distance constraint by moving the lintel
to the base of the towers demonstrates another fault in the optimization tactic.
The loss of this information is not critical, but forces the learner to take on
a much more difficult reasoning process.

The learner must now trace back

through the causal chain from the lintel back through both towers. Rather
than being discarded, the unnecessary action should be noted and used to bias
the search.
• Ignoring the restacking operation that was used to signal the fortuitous existence of the tower is also an issue of efficiency. The need for the supporting
tower will be derived, but with more effort than would be required if the actions were understood. The expositive acts focus the learner upon the need
for the support, and in addition they demonstrate ameans of achieving that
goal. ARMS will discard the actions and rely on the performance mechanism
to generate aplan. The moves also communicate the teacher's intent that an
existing tower be used.
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These problems arise from taking adifferent perspective on the source of input: expert
versus teacher. ARMS relies on keyhole recognition

-

observing without the expert's

knowledge. In keyhole recognition the steps taken by the actor can be assumed to
be part of the actor's planning process, and so the set of events can be considered an
example for that particular environment and goal. In an apprentice situation this is
not the case; the expert is aware of the learner's observations
-

-

intended recognition

and could be manufacturing manufacturing behavior to bias the observer's inter-

pretation. Fortunately, the expert is cooperative, and any steps introduced into the
procedure should be interpreted as an attempt to simplify the learning process.
3.2.4. Discussion.

The instructional setting is more extreme than the appren-

ticeship setting. In the apprentice setting the actor may be manufacturing behaviour
for the benefit of the learner; in the instructional setting this is guaranteed. The sole
purpose of the instructor's behaviour is to communicate the form of the procedure.
The teacher has no interest in achieving the domain goals, only the discourse goal.
The next review is of a system that attends to some of the issues involved in
exploiting the cooperative and communicative nature of instruction.
3.3. Sierra
SIERRA [Van83, Van87, Van9O] is a machine learning system designed to test '
a
theory of human skill acquisition. The theory has two components, each atheory in
itself.
(1) Repair theory claims that students may execute procedures that are incorrect
or incomplete, and that as impasses occur they will attempt a "repair" by
applying one of a small set of general purpose tactics. These tactics do not
actually correct the procedure, rather they take a simple action (e.g. backtracking) to sidestep the impasse.
(2) Step theory is based on the fact that instructors follow aset of tacit conventions called felicity constraints, and that students exploit these constraints.
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VanLehn [Van83] proposed that students learn procedures incrementally over
a series of lessons, and that the evolution of the procedures is restricted by
felicity constraints. Three felicity constraints are implemented in SIERRA.
(a) Each lesson requires the addition of at most a single disjunction to the
evolving procedure.
(b) All relationships between objects must be shown explicitly, and
(c) The lessons should exemplify the procedure.
The three felicity constraints are all compatible with the format of the lessons.
The combined theory is tested by providing SIERRA with the same input as human
students

from afourth grade math text

-

-

and then comparing their performance

on aset of problems. The lesson sequence is aformalization of the textbook lessons
taught to human subjects. Figure 3.6 shows atextbook example of subtraction. The
textual descriptions are dropped in the formalization. Lessons consist of aset of such
solved examples, together with aset of unsolved problems that should be manageable
after observing the solved ones.

Take a ten to make

Subtract the ones.

Subtract the tens.

ten ones.

2
/

-1

2
15

2

,41 5

9

— 19
6

FIGURE

SIERRA

4'5
— 19
16

3.6. A textbook example of subtraction.

accepts a lesson sequence and evolves the set of all procedures that are

consistent with each subsequent lesson. This set is compared to the set of procedures
demonstrated by the human students; these two sets should be identical including
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incorrect procedures. Two procedures are considered equal if they produce the same
behavior upon the same input. The systematic errors, bugs, displayed by the procedures are invaluable for testing the theory.

Executing the procedures produced

by SIERRA should generate all of the bugs displayed by human students, and none
that humans do not generate. Repair theory claims that any of the repairs may be
applied at any impasse, which means that bugs

=

repairs x impasses, which greatly

constrains the two sets.
3.3.1. Inside Sierra.

SIERRA

consists of a learner and a solver; figure 3.7 in-

dicates the interaction between them. The initial inputs to the learner are aset of
procedures, KS0,that represent its acquired background knowledge, and the first
lesson, L1.The learner outputs the set of all knowledge states reachable from KS0
by learning from L1 under felicity assumptions. This set is labelled KS, in the figure.
Each knowledge state in If S1 represents a set of procedures that a single student
could have evolved from KS0. Each member of KS,

,

together with a second les-

son L2,is again processed by the learner. This is repeated for all lessons. SIERRA'S
predictions are made by solving a set of problems, T, using knowledge state KS,.
Students are given the same tests, at the same points in the lesson sequence, and the
results are compared.
L2

KS0

-

learner

-.

T1

FIGURE

{KS1J

learner

solver

solver

ST,

ST2

3.7. Processing order in SIERRA.
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is atestbed for acognitive theory. This is reflected in the

learner in several ways.
• The inductive learning algorithm incorporates the additional constraint of introducing at most one disjunction per lesson

-

add asingle new branch point,

or add asingle case to an existing branch.
• The function induction search is depth limited (i.e. only simple relationships
between objects are considered). This means that instructors must identify
the relationships explicitly; they must show their work.
• The procedure set that is evolved includes procedures with pieces deleted. This
is to account for forgetting.
• The algorithm is tailored to the form of lessons by incorporating apractice
phase for the exercise portion.
The algorithm generates the set, 5', of all procedures, F, consistent ( under felicity
constraints) with the set of worked examples from the current lesson. It then generalizes each procedure to accommodate the exercises. S is then augmented with the
set obtained by deleting portions of each procedure P.
The solver.

The KSj are acollection of procedures learned from the preceeding

lesson sequence. The goal pattern (e.g. aformalization of the lines, digits, and symbols
that make up arithmetic problems) identifies which procedure to apply to the problem,
and the solver simply interprets that procedure. If the procedure contains astep that
has conditions that are not satisfied then an impasse is reached, and the interpreter
passes control to a local problem solver. The problem solver applies a repair that
allows the interpreter to continue.

The theory attempts to generate all possible

solutions, so all repairs are evaluated.
3.3.2. An example.

Figure 3.8 illustrates the evolution of the subtraction proce-

dure. The procedure learned after the first lesson can solve multi-column subtraction
problems, but can not borrow or deal with partial columns. The second lesson shows
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Next Column

Done

Done

Diff

Sub

Diff

CSub

Show

4

Next Column
Done
Sub

)

Diff

Show

Deer

AddlO

Diff

AddlO

Diff

D e er

AddlO

Deer

Deer

AddlO

Diff

AddlO

Deer

-

Done

Borrow

6

Next Column

Deer

Done

Borrow from zero
Done
7 3 0 o.n
zero

Next Column

Done

Borrow from zero

Borrow
from
zero

Deer

Borrow from zero

FIGURE

3.8. An

(from [Van9O]).

example

of

the

evolution

of

a procedure

The labelled arcs indicate the application of a sub-

procedure. The labelled arcs without corresponding procedure graphs
(e.g. Diff,Show) are primitives. The jump to even numbers after the
second diagram indicates that after the second lesson there were two
possibilities: a seperately taught regroup procedure could be incorporated or not. This figure shows the set of procedures that evolve without
integrating regrouping.

Done
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how to deal with blank columns; the associated bugs disappear. The student still
does not know how to deal with borrows.

The set of learned procedures diverges

after the second lesson. The bug data seems to indicate that the split is attributable
to whether or not the student integrates aseparately taught regroup lesson into the
subtraction procedure. Figure 3.8 shows the set of procedures that evolve without
incorporating the regroup subprocedure. The third lesson introduces borrowing. The
procedure learned from this lesson adds aborrow subprocedure, but it can only borrow from non—zero digits; an impasse will be reached when a borrow from zero is
required. The fourth lesson shows how to borrow from zero, but the procedure will
still reach an impasse if there is an adjacent zero. The last lesson shows the recursive
procedure for dealing with borrows across multiple zeros.
3.3.3. Sierra and the arch task.

SIERRA has only been tested with arithmetic

problems, but the ideas are domain independent.

This section invents a robotic

version of SIERRA, and speculates about its performance on the arch building task.
SIERRA is an inductive learner, so teaching SIERRA the arch task is similar to

teaching it to NODDY. Note however, two significant differences provided by felicity
constraints.
(1) The example sequence provided for NODDY would be unnacceptable to SIERRA
since two disjunctions are added by the second example.
(2) The expositive act of showing the distance constraint is supported by the
show—work principle.
To correct the problem with disjunction the first lesson would need to consist of
multiple examples to allow the interleaved tower construction loop to be induced. The
first and third examples proposed for NODDY would suffice. The second lesson could
then introduce the existing tower, but could not generalize it to account for variable
height towers. To do so involves the addition of adisjunctive terminating condition on
the loop that constructs the second tower. A fourth lesson must be used to introduce
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This can all be accomplished simply by reordering, and grouping, the

examples proposed for NODDY. In general however, the disjunction constraint may
insist that more examples be provided than would otherwise be necessary.
Requiring more examples does not necessarily mean that SIERRA'S sample complexity

-

NODDY'S.

the total number of steps required from by the teacher

-

is worse than

The ability to learn subprocedures separately, and then integrate them

may actually improve SIERRA'S sample complexity. In the arch task NODDY required
four full examples even though two contributed only to the steps in their respective
paths of the parallel branches.

SIERRA

could be taught the steps in each branch

seperately, and then be shown how to combine them in the full procedure.
The show-work principle is exactly the notion required for the actions indicating
the distance constraint. Unfortunately, the system includes the steps used to show the
relationships in the learned procedure. Later work [Van9O] introduced optimization
lessons to remove the unnecessary steps after the relations were learned. This revision
is awkward however; it conflicts with the one disjunct per lesson principle. The one
disjunct per lesson principle demands that all examples from the lesson contain the
same behavior. Thus the teacher must indicate the relationship each time.
3.3.4. Discussion.

Although the work was intended as a generative model of

human skill acquisition, the practical implications for machine learning are significant. Exploiting knowledge of felicity conditions to constrain the learning algorithm
allows arbitrary concepts to be learned, but reduces the combinatorics enough to make
learning practical [RS88}. The one-disjunct-per-lesson constraint addresses the unlimited disjunction problem which is usually handled by placing restrictions on the
representation of procedures. Similarly, the show-work principle does not restrict the
types of relations that can be shown, between observed events and the environment,
but it limits the search depth for these relations.
The third felicity condition places an untenable restriction on teaching: each lesson
must consist of a set of optimal examples (with intermediate steps shown) and a
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representative set of exercises. Cognitive studies have shown this to be cognitively
implausible in two respects.
• Adhering to the restriction is insufficient for reliable learning. In multi- digit
subtraction lessons the data suggested that some students failed to recognize
the connection between a lesson showing digit regrouping and the following
lessons that required borrowing [Van9O]. This relationship could be elucidated
by walking through an example to the point where borrowing is required ( and
hence an impasse is reached) to motivate the regroup lesson

-

Goldstein's

"setup step" [EG82]. Indeed some teacher's do this; unfortunately there is no
data to verify the conjecture that there is acorrelation between this style of
teaching, and students who avoided the bugs associated with that misunderstanding [Van91].
• The restriction can be dropped without impairing learning, by adding explanatory information [Van89}.
This thesis concentrates on how this felicity constraint can be relaxed. If the teacher
provides appropriate explanatory information in a lesson, then the examples need
not be optimal [Van89], in fact there need not be examples at all. Prior knowledge
of discourse structure can be used to distinguish and understand this explanatory
information, and thus to constrain the learning algorithm.

3.4. Summary
Table 3.1 compares the three systems with respect to their ability to learn from
instruction containing expositive actions. The best, and worst outcomes are given for
each system.
The best that the purely inductive learners can hope for is to integrate the expositive steps into their procedures. The examples presented to NODDY would probably
allow deterministic branches to be formed, but the conditions would need to remain
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SIERRA

Best case performance with expositive acts.
Learns
overspecialized Optimizes them out withprocedure with massive out recognizing their role.
disjunction.

Optimizes extra steps out
after finding relation, but
requires additional optimization lesson.
Any
other type of expositive
action will at best be
integrated.

Worst case performance with expositive acts.
Fails completely due to
different expositive acts
over multiple examples.

Optimization
discards
critical information, and
a correct,
but
unintended and computationally inefficient procedure
is learned.

Fails
completely
due
to construction restrictions implied by felicity
conditions.

TABLE 3.1. A comparative summary of the three systems with respect
to expositive actions.

so specialized that the procedure would not be usable for general execution. Furthermore, each expositive act would be incorporated into the procedure, and would form
its own branch. SIERRA'S optimization option overcomes this problem, but demands
that, if expositive acts occur in an example, then they occur in all examples from that
lesson. That could demand significant effort on the part of the teacher, and requires
SIERRA to process these additional steps in each example. Both teacher and system

will have to deal with the optimization lesson as well.
ARMS suffers less than the inductive learners.

Discarding the expositive acts is

not critical to successfully learning the procedure.

Assuming that the last action
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that the teacher performs achieves the goal state, then ARMS will learn a correct
procedure. The loss of expositive acts can at worst cause ARMS to learn aprocedure
that the teacher had not expected. However, it may force ARMS to search further for
the explanation than would be necessary if expositive acts were taken into account,
and the learned procedure may be much less efficient. As indicated by theoretical
results [Va184, LAM], this can render the problem intractable.
The worst case for NODDY is when different expositive acts are used in the same
place in two different examples. This causes anon—deterministic branch that NODDY
attempts to correct through backtracking. A similar fate will befall SIERRA for this
type of input, but the failure will come sooner

-

attempting to add the disjunction

will cause all procedures to be eliminated. ARMS' worst is again much better.
3.5. Discussion
These reviews have been presented to demonstrate the shortcomings of existing
systems, and to analyze exactly where the problems lie. Previous research has considered the instructor as ademonstrator that provides only examples of the execution
of the procedure. At most the instructor has been assumed to provide embellished
examples. The limitations of the systems developed by that research are due to this
impoverished model of teaching. Task instruction forms acomplex discourse in which
the teacher attempts to communicate the form of the procedure to the student. An
example may not even be included in this discourse. The discourse may proceed at
the explanatory level, with the teacher attempting to expose the relationships that
would allow the student to construct the correct procedure.
The next chapter reviews the work in discourse analysis, and discourse processing
in order to motivate the design of the model.

CHAPTER

4

Task instruction as discourse
This chapter abandons the view of instruction taken by previous research, and reexamines the problem of understanding instruction, without the exemplar bias that
seems so problematic. Philosophical research on the meaning of actions and utterances [Aus62, Gri57, Gri69, Sea69, Sea75a] suggests how people might understand the
type of instruction seen in chapter 2.

Discourse processing research has developed

computational methods based on these ideas [Sch76, All79, CPA81, Pol86], but not
where learning is required. This chapter translates those methods into the instructional setting.
There are two parts to the chapter. Section 4.1 forms the philosophical connection.
Section 4.2 provides some background in discourse processing, and suggests how these
ideas can be used to understand instruction.
4.1. The philosophical roots
The most important thing to note about task instruction is that the sole purpose
of the teacher's behavior is to communicate the form of aprocedure to the student.
Consider, in the scenario of chapter 2, what the teacher meant to do by moving the
lintel beside the base of the future arch. The teacher had no interest in achieving that
as adomain goal, not only because it was not necessary for the arch, but because the
teacher had no domain goals at all. The only purpose of the teacher's behavior was
to expose the distance constraint to the student. Thus there are at least two kinds of
acts performed by moving the lintel.
42
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(1) The act of actually moving the lintel.
(2) The act of identifying the distance constraint.
Furthermore, this second act may be seen as attempting to initiate a third kind of
act.
(3) The act of adding the distance constraint to the procedure that is evolving in
the student's mind.
This is the essence of Austin's speech act theory [
Aus62]

-

that utterances and non-

verbal behavior can be considered as performing these three types of acts. He called
them locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary acts respectively. More precisely,
the locutionary act, in the non-verbal case, consists of the gestures performed by
the actor, and the manipulations of the domain. By performing the locutionary act,
the actor intends to affect the observer's state of mind in a particular way

-

to

perform a perlocutionary act. However, since the actor does not have access to the
observer's mind, these actions cannot have direct effects. The effects must be realized
by the observer. The gap between the locutionary and perlocutionary levels is filled by
illocutionary acts. Illocutionary acts capture conventional ways of behaving that have
consensual meaning. The observer must recognize the act that has been performed,
and exfract the meaning [Gri69, Sea69]. This is how the movement of the lintel can
be understood

-

the use of an object to measure off distance is aconventional way

of identifying relationships.
To say that there are conventional mechanisms for communication, however, is not
to say that ateacher can program astudent by executing asequence of illocutionary
acts. Searle [Sea69] investigated this route; he attempted to describe communication
as rule-governed behavior. The rules that were postulated were derived from Austin's
original formulation of felicity conditions [
Aus62]

-

successful completion of aspeech act to be possible

conditions that must hold for the
-

and generally expressed that

there must be aconventional procedure for delivering the illocutionary act, and that
it must be adhered to, in the appropriate circumstances, by the appropriate people,
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who must be in the appropriate frame of mind. Searle's formulation is roughly as
follows.
• Input-output conditions

-

The basic requirements for consensual meaning

(e.g. that there is acommon language).
• Propositional content conditions

-

Conditions ensuring that the proposition

contained in the act be in agreement with its conventional form (e.g. apromise
must predicate afuture act of the speaker).
• Preparatory conditions

-

The conditions that must hold before the act can

be performed ( e.g. for a. speaker to sincerely utter a request for a hearer to
perform some task it is a. necessary condition that the speaker believe the
hearer capable of performing that task).
• Sincerity conditions

-

Conditions on the state of mind of the actor with

respect to the genuine and honest performance of the act (e.g. successfully
performing apromise requires that the speaker plan to keep the promise).
Searle [Sea69] reviewed these conditions, and determined that they were insufficient
for an observer to uniquely determine the illocutionary act that had been performed;
the observer must recognize the actor's intent in order for successful interpretation to
be guaranteed [Gri57, Gri69, Sea69].
Unfortunately, there is an inherent problem in the recognition of intention; the interpretation of the actor's behavior depends on the observer's mental state. Identical
conventional behavior in identical external circumstances can be intended to have
entirely different effects on two different individuals.

This means that differences

between the actor's model of, and the reality of, the observer's mental state and processes, can cause the observer to attach adifferent interpretation to the behavior than
was intended. There are three parts to the problem.
(1) The observations may be ambiguous, and the method of choosing among competing interpretations may be different for the two agents.
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(2) Differences in knowledge and beliefs can cause the actor and observer to perceive unequal sets of acts as applicable.
(3) The problem is cumulative; an incorrect interpretation of the actor's behavior,
at any point in the discourse, may cause the observer's mental state to deviate
further from the actor's assumptions.
Fortunately, the problem is not as devastating as it may first appear. The recognizer
can partially surmount the difficulties by considering each of the competing interpretations with respect to the overall discourse. Felicity conditions capture what acts
can be applied in each state, but do not account for the overall structure of the discourse. Two types of constraints on the overall discourse can be exploited: logical
and conventional.
Logical constraints can be used to eliminate combinations of illocutionary acts that
could not be used to achieve the discourse goal. The following logical constraints can
be derived from principles of purposeful behavior [Sea69].
(1) Rational behavior

-

A rational actor A will not plan to perform an action

whose effects Abelieves will already hold when the action is performed.
(2) Efficient behavior

-

An actor with goal G will attempt to achieve G in the

most efficient way possible (e.g. without performing unnecessary actions).
Rational behavior and efficient behavior can be thought of as filters on the generation
of speech acts. This means that interpretations of observations that appear irrational
or inefficient can be discarded. Note, however, that the observer cannot reject ahypothesized interpretation, based on violation of efficient behavior, until either (a) the
discourse concludes, or ( b) the effects of the hypothesized action have all been shown
to be unnecessary (e.g. other actions have denied the effects before they were needed).
Moreover, in the thesis setting, the observer does not know the goal (i.e. the form
of the procedure)', and must infer it from the space of possible goals allowed by the
'The goal of the procedure is known, but the discourse goal is not.
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discourse (i.e. the valid procedures that could be communicated by the discourse).
Thus, the logically admissible combinations of actions are all those that could be used
-

within the bounds of rational and efficient behavior

-

to achieve any plausible

discourse goal.
The sheer volume of hypotheses that survive these logical constraints virtually
guarantees that ambiguity remains, and logic can provide only a little more help.
In addition to the logical constraints shown above, a third principle of purposeful
behavior provides away of relating the parts of the discourse, and captures anotion
of how an agent might go about achieving the goal. This provides away of testing
logical soundness, and so eliminating discourse that is logically unsound.
(3) Goal oriented behavior
(a) An actor with goal G will attempt to perform an action whose effects
achieve G.
(b) An actor who is planning to perform an action will attempt to achieve
the action's preparatory conditions.
However, logical soundness says nothing about the order of operations. The acts used
to achieve the discourse goal can be executed in random order so long as they still
achieve the overall goal. This sort of logical structure is sufficient for reasoning about
goal oriented behavior when the actor has direct control over the domain, but not
in discourse, where the actor is relying on the observer's recognition of the actions
to achieve the goal. Discourse is subject to a much more stringent constraint than
simply logical soundness; it must be coherent.
Conventions provide the missing coherence. Reminiscent of felicity conditions, it is
by convention that adiscourse proceeds in aparticular order [BB81], or adheres to a
certain structure [SC75], and breaking from these conventions can make the discourse
incomprehensible. Three sorts of constraint have been proposed.
(1) Structural constraints describe patterned behavior.

Discourse analysis has

found that a number of structural descriptions can be defined, at different
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levels, and based on different criteria, for any type of discourse, independent
of content [SC75]. Task-oriented dialogue conforms to ahierarchical structure
with substructures that are themselves dialogues, and when the subdialogues
all correspond to subtasks the structure is traversed in adepth first manner.
(2) Obscurity constraints limit the amount of inference required by the observer.
Cooperative actors, especially teachers, do not leave their observers with
the chore of performing complex inferences
is unambiguous.

-

even if the inference process

People generate, and expect, behavior that is straightfor-

ward and lucid; beyond a certain point, obscurity becomes unconventional.
Searle [Sea69] treated obscurity as a general preparatory condition that applied to all speech acts.

Allen [AP8O] claimed that such global constraints

should be treated separately.
(3) Rate constraints limit the rate at which new information can be introduced.
Teachers, for example, introduce information very gradually in order to reduce
ambiguity. VanLehn [Van83] noted that each lesson in textbook subtraction
introduced only one new thing per lesson.

SIERRA {
Van83] used this one

disjunct per lesson constraint as alimit on the search for relations between
lessons.
Constraining the discourse to adhere to these conventions is akin to imposing global
felicity constraints.

But these global constraints reduce ambiguity beyond what is

possible with local constraints.
The remaining burden of disambiguating between interpretations for illocutionary
acts falls upon the actor. Fortunately, teachers are skilled at making their intentions
known.

The teacher can reason about where ambiguity might occur and manu-

facture behavior to aid the student in interpretation [ Gri69].

Should the felicity

conditions and global constraints fail to produce a discourse that the teacher believes will be straightforward to interpret, two additional mechanisms can be used:
implicature [Gri69], and expositives [Aus62].
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(1) Implicature. The discourse constraints are not rigid; they may be violated.
Without the assumption that the actor is behaving to facilitate recognition,
violation of the discourse constraints can cause great difficulty for the observer
(e.g. the constraints used by SIERRA allowed provably polynomial learnability
for an otherwise intractable problem [RS88, Val84]). However, violation of the
constraints, under the assumption that the instructor's behavior is designed
to facilitate recognition, can be a valuable device for communication. The
actor can deliberately and blatantly violate the discourse constraints in order
to signal the learner that aspecial interpretation of the behavior is required.
(2) Expositives. Teachers can be expected to manufacture behavior to expose the
meaning of portions of the discourse that would otherwise be subject to misinterpretation. Austin [ Aus62] called these behaviors expositives. Expositives
are used to illustrate, explain, identify, inform, and so forth 2. Expositives
may be either explicit or implicit. Explicit expositives have a form which is
unambiguous (e.g. pointing), whereas implicit expositives can be interpreted
as expositives, but are not obviously and unambiguously expositives (e.g. the
movement of the lintel from the scenario). There are two uses of expositives:
to clarify and resolve ambiguity in the discourse structure, and to expose important aspects of the concept being communicated.
These two mechanisms can be used together, or separately. Implicature alone notifies
the student that something special is afoot, but leaves the student to discover the solution. Expositives can show how to resolve the problem, so long as the student can
identify that the behavior is expositive. Putting the two together can be more effective; implicature can be used to signal the existence of aproblem, and an expositive
can show how it can be solved.
Thus, under intended recognition, the observer can expect the actor to attempt to
provide a coherent, straightforward, and unambiguous discourse. . The remainder of
2This

is aselection of performative verbs that mark asentence as an expositive [Aus62].
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this chapter examines computational techniques based on these ideas, and discusses
how they can be applied to task learning from instruction.
4.2., Planned discourse
Austin's [Aus62] view of discourse as actions on mental states suggests how these
mechanisms might be used for both generating and understanding discourse. His formulation of illocutionary acts

-

conventional behavior that should have conventional

effects when performed under certain conditions

-

is suggestive of aplan—based ap-

proach; illocutionary acts can be represented as planning operators.

Foundational

work in plan—based discourse [
A1179, CPA81] represented speech acts as STRIPS
[FN71] style state transformation operators, consisting of preconditions and effects.
The preconditions state the propositions that must hold in the world model for the
operator to be considered applicable, and the changes that the operator makes to the
world model are its '
effects. Austin's illocutionary acts can be inserted into STRIPS
by using an operator's preconditions to describe the appropriate circumstances, people, and states of mind that must hold for the act to succeed [CPA81].

Searle's

formulation of sufficient conditions on the performance of illocutionary acts can be
used as their preconditions [Sea69]; the effects of an operator are the perlocutionary
effects that the speaker wishes the act to have (e.g. the effect of a request that the
hearer do a task is that the hearer want to do the task) 3.These operators can be
composed to accomplish complex communicative goals. Discourse can be planned by
searching through combinations of applicable operators for asequence that is believed
to transform the observer's initial mental state into some goal state. Discourse understanding is to some extent the inverse process: plan recognition [Sch76, All79, Pol86]
This thesis incorporates the techniques of previous discourse processing research
into a machine learning model.

Instruction is considered plan based explanation

generation [Caw91]; teaching is seen as executing a plan to communicate the form
3The

formulation assumes cooperation between the speaker and listener.

4.

of a procedure.
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the knowledge necessary for astudent to recognize the teacher's explanation, which
includes knowledge of constraints, implicature, and expositives. The remainder of
this section reviews the use of these devices in discourse processing, and suggests how
they can be used in task instruction.
4.2.1. Purposeful behavior.

In the STRIPS [
FN71] approach to planning, a

problem is represented as an initial state, agoal expression, and aset of state transformation operators. A solution, or plan, is asequence of operators that transform the
initial state into astate that satisfies the goal expression. The brute force approach
to planning and recognizing demands that all sequences of operators be explored until a solution is found, including those that ( a) will have no possibility of success,
because of conflicting effects, and ( b) contain unnecessary operations. This approach
is plagued with combinatoric difficulties.
Part of the problem can be alleviated by devising amore intelligent search strategy
based on goal directed behavior, and by filtering out search paths that are obviously
flawed.

Discourse may be used to accomplish goals of three different types: com-

municative goals (e.g. to teach), domain goals (e.g. to manipulate another agent to
perform domain tasks), and social goals ( e.g. to chat up) [ Gro79]. Considering the
goals that underlie the discourse provides information that can be used to guide interpretation of the discourse, as well as additional constraints on its form and content.
Principles of purposeful behavior [CPA81] are doubly useful in the instructional
s
etting because it is aprocedure that is being communicated. Since aprocedure has
apurpose, portions of the discourse can be evaluated for their role in achieving the
goals of the procedure. They are coherent as examples of parts of the procedure if they
play a role in achieving the goals of the procedure; otherwise their communicative
role must be considered.
constraints.

Thus, both the discourse and domain goals can provide
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The original STRIPS [FN71] planning pro-

cess avoided some of the combinatoric problems by locating differences between the
goal stateF and the current state, and applying operators that had an effect that eliminated one of the differences. Attempting to apply an operator whose preconditions
were not satisfied would recursively invoke the planning process with the new goal
of achieving the missing preconditions. These are exactly the rules of goal oriented
behavior.
(1) An actor with goal Gwill attempt to perform an action whose effects achieve G.
(2) An actor who is planning to perform an action will attempt to achieve the
action's preparatory conditions.
Although the goal oriented approach greatly reduces the combinatorics, the planner
must still consider a large number of sequences that have no possibility of success
because of conflicting preconditions and effects. This problem can be alleviated by
limiting the combinations of operators that can be attempted to at most those that
are compatible.

Such constraints can be represented as an abstraction hierarchy

of operators [Sac74] comprised recursively of all admissible pairings. The STRIPS
framework can be extended in this way by adding abody that defines the operator in
terms of others. This further reduces the search space, and so the complexity.
With the revision of an abstraction hierarchy inverting goal oriented behavior for
plan recognition gives the following [ Car9O}.
(1) If the actor wants to perform an action A, then it can be concluded that the
actor wants at least one of the effects of A to hold.
(2) If the actor wants proposition P to hold, then the actor might want to perform
an action that has P as aprecondition.
(3) If the actor wants to perform an action A that is a constituent of another
action A' then the actor may want to perform A'.
Introducing want into the formulation is necessary to account for goal inference.
The observer does not know the actor's goals a priori, and must infer them from
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The observer can only know that the actor has planned to

execute an action by observing the performance of that action, but from this the
observer can infer things about what the actor wanted to do by executing the action.
Unfortunately, the number of possible inferences is ultimately infinite, and even for
short inference chains is potentially very large. One reason for this is that the observed
behavior may be ambiguous as to the operator to which it corresponds. A second
reason is that each operator that is hypothesized as part of the plan might achieve
conditions that are ( a) part of the goal, ( b) another action's preconditions, or ( c) sideeffects. Even after all behavior has been observed the number of possible inferences is
huge. The logical constraints on purposeful behavior can reduce this space somewhat,
and conventional constraints can reduce it further.
The instructional setting is much more constrained. The teacher's goal is known
from the outset: the teacher's goal is to communicate the form of aprocedure, and the
goals of the procedure are given. This allows the plan recognition process to be guided
by the goals of the procedure. As well, the steps that are added to the procedure
must adhere to the logical and conventional constraints on purposeful behavior.

4.2.1.2. Logical constraints.

The logical constraints on goal directed behavior

are general principles, suitable not only for discourse, but for all planning. Techniques
developed in non-discourse settings can be imported, with adjustments to account for
intended recognition

-

the possibility of implicature and expositives. Without these

issues, logical constraints can be used as filters in both planning and plan recognition.
The following paragraphs briefly describe this approach.
• Logical soundness i
sensured by the STRIPS approach described above. The
planning process completes only when there are no further differences between
the current state and the goal expression, and recursive subgoaling establishes
the preconditions for each operator before adding it to the plan. This process
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ensures logical soundness, provided that establishing one of an operators preconditions does not de-establish others. A simple test can be done to eliminate
that possibility. The plan recognition inversion is direct.
• Rational behavior, for individual operators, is a consequence of the STRIPS
approach to planning. An operator will only be added to the plan if it has
effects that are required in the goal state, but are not present in the current
state. However, this does not preclude the possibility that groups of operators
will be introduced that together are irrational. A first step in eliminating such
groups requires testing state duplication. This still admits irrational behavior
with respect to the goal, because some operators may have side-effects. The
solution requires separating out the side-effects and reasoning about rationality
over the remaining effects. This causes difficulties for plan recognition because
the subgoals motivating the observations are not known, and so side-effects
must be inferred. Knowing the final goal allows asolution.
• Inefficient behavior is even more difficult.

Blatant inefficiencies ( e.g. apply-

ing multiple operators where one would do) can be avoided heuristically, but,
in general, ensuring that only necessary operations are performed, under a
STRIPS methodology, is ' an NP-complete problem [FY92]. Ultimately it requires the brute force methodology to ensure that no shorter solution exists.
An abstraction hierarchy can provide some help, by explicitly encoding known
ways of efficiently achieving certain goals [Sac74]. Plan recognition can take
advantage of such a hierarchy directly [Kau87], and can use it to identify
inefficiencies [Seg88].
In intended recognition, where implicature and expositives may appear, dealing
with constraints is substantially more difficult.

The problems all rest with the

recognizer. The recognizer cannot simply filter out interpretations which it deems
irrational, inefficient, or logically unsound; the existence of the behavior that makes
it seem so may have been deposited intentionally in order to influence interpretation.
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The recognizer must be able to locate and reason about violations of the constraints.
Fortunately, recognition of intentional violations, under the assumption of intended
recognition, is not as difficult as the general case.

The saving grace is that these

devices are intended to be recognized, and so should be obvious.
behavior can be assumed to be in its simple form

-

Thus, irrational

asingle operator whose effects

are unnecessary. An abstraction hierarchy can be used to allow groups of operators
with known effects to be considered, and their side-effects can be explicitly noted.
Inefficient behavior can be expected to be similarly blatant (e.g. establishing some
conditions, then immediately de- establishing them), as can logical soundness (e.g. performing an operation whose preconditions are obviously not satisfied). This allows
a separation of intended violation, that treats it as another acceptable operation.
Thus, the filtering mechanism can be reinstated. Interpretations that neither adhere
to the logical constraints, nor are blatant enough to be considered implicature, can
be discarded.
In the instructional setting all three constraints on purposeful behavior apply to
both the procedure, and to the discourse.

And the procedure can be considered

without the added problems of intended recognition.
4.2.2. Conventional constraints.

The restrictions provided by convention can

be implemented using similar techniques to those used for logical constraints.
• Structural constraints can be applied by explicitly encoding rules that generate
only conventional discourse, and discarding plans that do not adhere to the
rules. Cohen and Levesque [CL9O] claim that just as there are grammatical
constraints on utterances and dialogues, there is agrammar of plans. The terminals in the grammar are the beliefs, intentions, commitments, and actions.
• Obscurity constraints can be equated with a depth limit on the search for
relations. This was the idea behind the show work constraint that was used
in SIERRA; the search for the relations between objects was limited to afixed
depth [Van83].
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• Rate constraints can be implemented by limiting the search for concepts related
to the current one.

SIERRA

[
Van83] used this one disjunct per lesson

constraint as alimit on the search for relations between lessons.
The following paragraphs discuss the way that these constraints have been implemented and used in plan based discourse processing research, and how they can be
used to constrain the recognition of task instruction.

4.2.2.1. Structure.

The most straightforward approach to imposing structure

on the plans generated by aSTRIPS style planner is to explicitly encode the constraints
in meta-operators.

This can be done by a variation of the abstraction hierarchy

described above. The body of meta-operators can be used to describe acceptable
patterns, in terms of types and roles. This idea of meta-operators can be used to
constrain the generation and recognition of discourse to adhere to conventions.
Litman [Lit85] made use of meta-operators in order to recognize discourse with
interruptions. Discourse analysis shows that task-oriented dialogue conforms to a
hierarchical structure with substructures that are themselves dialogues. The subdialogues can correspond to subtasks, clarifications, and corrections. Litman defined
a stack-based plan recognition model.

She assumed complete domain knowledge;

thus deviations from known plans identified interruptions. Coherence heuristics in
her model preferred an interpretation as acontinuation of aknown plan, then as a
clarification or correction, and finally as a change of topic. The stack mechanism
restricted interpretations to the conventions have been observed.
Sidner used asimilar stack mechanism, together with the idea of focus, to capture
the conventions that people exploit to resolve anaphoric references that cross sentence
boundaries [Sid83]. The first sentence in the dialogue was assumed to provide some
natural focus

-

the subject of the dialogue. Subsequent utterances were examined

sequentially, and each would cause the system to either retain the focus of attention,
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or stack it and choose an alternate. A focus was retained if it was either referred to explicitly, or if it was an acceptable antecedent for an anaphoric expression. Resolution
failed in cases that people deemed incoherent.
Cawsey [Caw91] used both type and role meta-operators in aplan generation system. She defined two kinds of meta-operator. The first encoded ahierarchical type
structure that was developed in discourse analysis to fit the data from classroom
transcripts [SC75]. That hierarchy restricted the types of utterances that could be
composed. The second set of meta-operators described conventions on the presentation of content. For example, in her domain she defines an operator to explain how
a device works, but it has as preconditions that the student must know the parent
class of the device, the function of the device, and the structure of the device.
Cawsey's idea of an explanation hierarchy can be adjusted to fit task instruction,
and used in plan recognition.

The explanation structure can encode conventional

methods of explaining tasks.

The procedure provides additional structural con-

straints.
4.2.2.2.

Obscurity.

In intended recognition, the amount of inference that is

required to include an operator in a plan is inversely proportional to the amount
of intentionality that can be ascribed to the plan. This was the approach used by
Allen [AP8O]. His model searched through aspace of partial plans for one that could
have motivated the observed behavior. Each partial plan was assigned arating based
on its likelihood of being the one intended to be recognized. One way of assessing
this likelihood was to use the amount of inference required to relate it to aplausible
goal. Longer inference chains (i.e. more obscure relations) were given lower ratings.
In the instructional setting, obscurity is more hard and fast.
expect straightforward presentation, they demand it.

Students not only

A convention has developed

that allows the student to limit their search for a way to interpret the new information [BH89].

They take the need to search far as a sign that they are on the

wrong path, and so they backtrack and pursue other possibilities; or, they assume
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that further clarifying information will be given, and so they just wait. That was
the idea behind the show work constraint that was used in SIERRA; the search for
the relations between objects was limited to afixed depth [Van83]. At least for the
arithmetic domain textbooks adhere to this constraint [Bad72, Van83]. This type of
obscurity constraint can be applied to both the procedure and the discourse. There
must be simple relationships between adjacent parts of the discourse (i.e. it must be
coherent), and only simple relationships can be used in the procedure.

4.2.2.3. Rate.

Discourse processing research has not yet dealt with the com-

munication of such complex information as procedures, and so has not yet required
constraints on the rate at which the information can be communicated.
A good deal can be gained from the notion of the procedure evolving. For the construction of this procedure to seem coherent, only small changes should be made at any
time. Felicity constraints for the presentation of content are dedicated to restricting
the search space of possible procedures at each evolutionary step. VanLehn [Van83]
noted a conventional constraint that held for textbook subtraction lessons.

The

constraint restricted the rate at which new information could be introduced; each
lesson taught only one new thing.

SIERRA

[
Van83] used this one disjunct per

lesson constraint as alimit on the search for relations between lessons'. Rivest and
Sloan [R588] provide a polynomial algorithm based on this idea.
however

-

in its original form

-

This constraint

does not hold for tutorial instruction [Van89], but

it suggests another possibility. Explanatory discourse admits the possibility of incremental learning within lessons, and it is really at these evolutionary points where the
constraint is required. The idea of not introducing multiple disjunctions in asingle
evolutionary step carries over directly.
'The idea of felicity conditions that was used in the description of SIERRA [Van83] in section 3.3
originated with speech act theory.
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Implicature' has not yet been used in discourse processing,

but it is easily insertable into the STRIPS framework. There are two approaches. The
first, is to treat implicature as failure to adhere to the constraints. This would involve
testing that there is no possible inference that adheres to the constraints, and only if
there are none accepting that implicature has been used. The second approach is to
treat implicature on par with other discourse mechanisms, and to actively search for
its uses. This second approach seems more reasonable.
Another issue to be decided is what should be done when implicature is discovered.
This decision can be guided by considering the usages of implicature. Implicature is
not only used to signal that recognizer should beware, but also to suggest what to
beware of, and where, and when. An example is the use of the lintel to show the
distance constraint'. At the time the the action is performed it cannot be recognized
as implicature. It can only be recognized as such once the demonstration of how -to
construct asimple arch is complete. It is then identified as inefficient behavior. This
is an efficient mechanism to use here, because implicature signals the recognizer, who
then searches for aresolution to the problem. In this case, before the goal is achieved,
there would be no resolution. Once the implicature is noticed, its location in the plan
indicates the temporal vicinity of the problem which prompted its origin. Thus, when
the implicature is noticed it can convey useful information.
A simple way to implement implicature, and still satisfy these criteria, is to encode
each way of blatantly violating each constraint as aplanning operator. This technique
naturally pursues implicature on par with other types of discourse operators, and
becomes part of the recognized plan, at the point where it was performed.

This

allows an inference mechanism to treat the discourse uniformly when later searching
for an interpretation.
5The

term implicature is taken from Austin, but used to mean violation of either felicity conditions

or the global discourse constraints.
6This

is both implicature and an expositive.
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behavior that is intended to ex-

pose the meaning of portions of the discourse that would otherwise be subject to
misinterpretation

-

has not yet appeared in the discourse processing literature. Ex-

positives can be added, in a straightforward way, to the plan based approach.

As

illocutionary acts, expositives are conventional behavior with conventional effects,
and so could be encoded as planning operators. The preconditions for an expositive
should demand that the operator's effects expose only obscure relationships. Explicit
expositives represent patterned behaviors. This can be represented by specifying the
pattern in the body of an operator. Implicit expositives are much more dependent
on circumstances, this will be reflected in their preconditions.
In the instructional setting an expositive can be used to indicate obscure relations
between parts of the procedure being taught. An example of an explicit expositive
for doing this is Goldstein's "setup step" [ EG82]

-

walking through the procedure to

apoint of impasse, and then teaching acorrection. This exposes the relationship between the original procedure and the newly taught subtask. This technique could be
used to teach the connection between the regroup lesson and the subtraction procedure in order to overcome the difficulty displayed by the students in VanLehn's [Van83]
study. Another example of an explicit expositive is the reursive method of teaching.
It exposes the relationship between the two examples. An example of the use of an
implicit expositive in task instruction began this chapter. In the scenario of chapter 2
the instructor indicated the distance constraint by placing the lintel beside the base
of the future arch.
4.3. Discussion
This chapter has identified a connection between speech act theory and the task
instruction problem. The analogy is strengthened by showing how discourse processing techniques based on these ideas can be translated into alearning situation. That
translation will serve as the basis for the model to be developed in the next chapter.
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The key ideas that have been extracted from speech act theory are as follows.
(1) Communication is achieved through conventional behavior that has consensual
meaning when performed in certain circumstances [Aus62].
(2) The successful interpretation of the behavior depends upon recognition of the
actor's intentions, and this depends on shared knowledge and beliefs [Gri69,
Sea69, Sea75a].
(3) The actor behaves to facilitate recognition [Gri69, Sea69]. Thefollowing three
mechanisms have been identified in the literature [Aus62, Gri69, Sea69].
(a) Constraints on the overall discourse provide the observer with away of
eliminating some interpretations. Logical constraints. allowthe observer
to filter out interpretations that are irrational, unsound, or inefficient.
Conventional constraints provide further restrictions on the interpretation. The teacher is expected to adhere to conventions on the ordered
presentation of material ( e.g. present subtasks without interruptions), on
the rate at which new material is introduced, and on the obscurity of the
relationships used.
(b) Expositives are conventional behaviors whose primary purpose is to provide the additional information needed to resolve problems in the discourse. Explicit expositives allow the teacher to divert a student from
an incorrect path during problem solving; implicit expositives will suffice
when the situation is more clearly ambiguous, and all that is needed is
influence.
(c) Implicature

-

the blatant and purposeful breaking of constraints

-

pro-

vides the teacher with away of signalling the student that the surrounding discourse must be handled in aspecial way. Violation of constraints,
under the assumption that the instructor's behavior is designed to facilitate recognition, can be used to inform the student of the existence of
nearby expositive behavior.
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The next chapter describes amachine learning model that is based on these ideas.
The traditional view ( in discourse processing) of speech acts as planning operators
is to be adopted, along with computational techniques for planned discourse. Plan
based explanation generation [Caw91] will be taken as a model of instruction; the
teacher will be considered to be executing a plan to communicate the form of a
procedure. The inverse process

-

plan recognition [Sch76]

-

is the method chosen

for interpreting the teacher's behavior. Knowledge of the conventional behaviors used
in task instruction, the constraints on it, and the methods available to the teacher
for providing expositive information, and for signalling special circumstances, will be
made available to the recognition process. The teacher's behavior will be interpreted
with respect to how it could be used by an explanation—based learning model
augmented with this discourse knowledge
procedure.

-

-

to incrementally construct the correct

CHAPTER

5

The Model
This chapter describes the model. A brief overview will be followed by a detailed
description of the knowledge representation, data structures, and algorithms.
5.1. Overview

The model is a combination of explanation—based learning and intended recognition.

The explanation—based learning framework is extended to account fo•
rthe

fact that behavior is being manufactured to influence the interpretation.

Domain

knowledge is augmented with discourse knowledge. Domain knowledge consists of
the primitive operations that can be used to manipulate the domain, and all known
procedures. Known tasks are expressed as abstraction hierarchies with primitive operations at the leaves. Discourse knowledge is added to account for the influence
of presentation style on the composition of domain segments during learning. The
discourse knowledge encodes the following information.
•The conventions that

a teacher follows in the presentation of mate-

rial (e.g. depth first presentation of subtasks).
•The obvious ways in which the constraints on the discourse can be violated
(i.e. implicature).
• Conventional mechanisms for exposing structure and relations (i.e. expositives). Both explicit and implicit expositives are represented. Explicit expositives are identifiable patterns (e.g. the recursive approach to teaching atask:
demonstrate how to construct asimple example, mark the portion that can be
62
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eliminated in the general procedure, and then show the extension). Implicit
expositives must be discovered by reasoning about their potential roles in the
discourse (e.g. the movement of the lintel to the base of the future arch in the
scenario).
Plan recognition is used to parse the input.

Two levels of plan recognition are

required: domain and discourse. As the instructional discourseproceeds the learner's
domain knowledge allows segments of the discourse to be grouped. The largest possible groups (i.e., the most abstract schemata in the domain hierarchy) are preferred.
After each known domain task is identified the discourse plan recognizer searches for
discourse schemata matching the updated interpretation.
Some discourse actions may be intended to cue the learner to simplify the interpretation of the discourse to the current point, and/or to compose and remember a
new piece of domain knowledge. If this is not done the learner may not be able to
correctly interpret subsequent actions. By itself plan recognition does not address
this problem; the model adds a set of rewrite rules. Matching a discourse schema
will trigger a rewrite rule to modify the discourse context. The matched discourse
schema is added to the discourse structure in the same way as adomain schema, but
its presence acts as a mark; then a rewrite rule is sought to apply to the marked
structure. The rewrite rules are also considered discourse knowledge; they are actually a pair: a schema, and a transformation. If the schema is matched then the
discourse context is modified according to the transformation. If no transformation
can be applied then the discourse schema that triggered the rewrite rule remains as
amark for later processing.
5.1.1. The structure of the model.
in figure 5.1.

The structure of the model is shown

The discourse context maintains the interpretation of the teacher's

actions. The action interpreter searches for adomain primitive matching individual
observations of the teacher's behavior. There are two plan recognizers: domain and
discourse The domain plan recognizer chunks actions into known tasks. The discourse
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plan recognizer identifies expositive acts. The expositive acts are interpreted, and
domain knowledge learned by the context rewriter.
5.1.1.1. The discourse context.

The discourse context captures the state of

the discourse at the current point of processing. The known tasks are remembered
as domain schemata, and the discourse structure represents the perceived structure
of the teach sequence.
There is no distinction between the original domain knowledge and the newly
learned knowledge. Domain schema are added to, or deleted from, the domain hierarchy as specified by the rewrite rules. Any schema in the domain knowledge may
be used during recognition. This makes the process incremental

-

anewly learned

schema may be recognized in subsequent processing.
The evolution of the structure can be thought of as the evolution of the goal procedure (i.e., the goal procedure is a generalization of the structure generated by
rewriting). It is this structure that all schemata are matched against during both
plan recognition and the pattern matching portion of rewriting.
5.1.1.2. The action interpreter.

The input to the system is astream of pairs:

the teacher's behavior and the resulting state. The action interpreter searches the
domain knowledge for aprimitive operator that matches the teacher's behavior, and
has the same effects. The first such primitive is added to the discourse structure,
at the end of the sequence.

Complete and correct primitive domain knowledge is

assumed.
5.1.1.3. The plan recognizers.

Plan recognition is the core of the system.

Recognition is responsible for identifying performances of known tasks, as well as
known discourse moves.
Domain knowledge recognition binds together subtasks in an abstraction hierarchy.
This is conceptually simple, but computationally complex. The complexity arises
from the possibility of interleaved subtasks, shared subtasks, or components whose
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Teacher's Actions

(1) The teacher's actions are read
by the action interpreter.
(2) It reads domain schemata and
attempts to interpret the action
as aknown primitive.
(3) The matching primitive is added
to the discourse structure.
(4) Abstract domain schemata are
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11

Discourse
Schemata
Discourse
Knowledge
Rewrite
Rules

(8)

(9)
(10)

(11)

read by the domain plan recognizer.
The domain plan recognizer
matches schemata against, and
updates, the discourse structure.
Discourse schemata are read by
the discourse plan recognition
module.
The discourse plan recognizer
matches these against, and updates, the discourse structure.
Domain knowledge can also be
read by the discourse plan recognizer.
Rewrite rules are read by the
context rewriter.
The schema portion of the rule
is matched against the discourse
structure. The transformation
function is used to modify the
structure.
Domain schemata can be used
and modified by the rewriter.

FIGURE 5.1. The model. In the diagram on the left square boxes rep-

resent data, ovals are processing modules, and directed arrows indicate
data access by each module. The boxed area on the right describes the
numbered arrows in the diagram.
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preconditions and effects are not mutually exclusive. This forces the plan recognition
module to look at all subtasks rather than just the most abstract segments recognized.
Recognizing discourse schemata is often even more computationally complex than
recognizing domain schemata. They may have variable bodies, so matching must look
at all subsequences of any length. The semantic checks can be much more complex
as well.
Recognition of either a domain or discourse schema adds the schema to the discourse structure.

The match is based on the body of the schema which gives the

decomposition of sub-discourses that comprise the abstraction. The new schema is
added to the structure as the parent of its components. For domain schemata the
parent node is aknown task; discourse schemata serve only to mark the structure for
future rewriting.

5.1.1.4. The context rewriter.

Rewrite rules are apair: aschema and atrans-

formation. The schema is in the same form as discourse knowledge except that the
pattern must involve the discourse schema that triggered rewriting. This restricts the
search for rewrite rules to those indicated by the discourse strategy.
Plan recognition is used to match the schema against the discourse structure. If
the schema can be recognized, then the transformation function is applied to the
discourse context.
Rewriting can potentially alter both the domain knowledge and the evolving strücture. Modifying domain knowledge is learning. Modifying the discourse structure is
the process by which domain schemata are learned. The discourse structure can be
thought of as the evolving procedure.
5.1.2. Flow of control.

The flow of control between the processing modules is

shown in figure 5.2.
The teacher's actions must be processed incrementally. Each action is first understood locally

-

only the observed behavior and effects are considered

-

by the
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start

2

3

7

stop

FIGURE

(start) The process begins with the action
interpreter. The discourse structure
is initialized to the domain primitive
matching the instructor's first action.
(2) Domain plan recognition matches abstract domain schemata against the discourse structure, and adds the abstraction to the structure if one is found.
(3) If adomain abstraction was recognized,
then domain plan recognition continues
climbing the abstraction hierarchy.
(4) When no further domain grouping can
be performed, control switches to the
discourse plan recognition module. If
a discourse schema is recognized it is
added to the structure as a mark for
future processing.
(5) If a discourse schema was recognized
then control switches to the rewrite
module. A rewrite rule is sought, and
if one is found the discourse context is
modified accordingly.
(6) Regardless of the outcome of rewriting control switches to the domain plan
recognizer.
(7) If no discourse schemata were recognized in step 4, and the teach sequence
is not empty, then control returns to
the action interpreter.
(stop) If no discourse schemata were recognized in step 4, and the teach sequence
is empty, then save the updated domain
knowledge and terminate.

5.2. Flow, of control. The diagram on the left shows the pro-

cessing order, the boxed area to the right gives adescription of the steps
involved. Formal algorithms for each module, and the control process,
are given in section 5.3.
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action interpreter. A primitive domain operator corresponding to the action is added
to the discourse context.
Plan recognition then attempts to bind the new primitive to the last. This biases
the model to prefer the interpretation of the action as the continuation of adomain
task (as in [Lit85]). The bias is extended up the hierarchy, binding abstract subgroups
together (i.e., domain plan recognition is recursive, causing the model to prefer the
interpretation of each action as part of the most abstract schema in the domain
hierarchy).
In order to see what processing order must exit between the two plan recognition
modules and the rewriter consider the scenario of chapter 2. Recognition of the recursive teach strategy depends upon noting the similarity between the construction of the
two examples. This similarity exists, however, only after understanding the expositive acts, and incorporating them into asimpler procedure. To handle this situation
the plan recognition and rewriting processes must be interleaved. The model must
learn incrementally using recognition of discourse strategies to trigger rewriting. The
model recognizes the most abstract domain schemata possible, then uses discourse
plan recognition to identify asingle expositive act, which in turn cues rewriting.
The rewrite rules use the structure provided by the discourse recognizer to bias the
search for relations that the actions might be intended to communicate. Rewrite rules
are capable of modifying both the discourse structure and the domain schemata set.
New domain schemata may be learned during rewriting, and the discourse structure
may be simplified; either may allow further domain and/or discourse recognition. The'
process is recursive. Once no further simplifications can be made
discourse recognition fail

-

-

both domain and

control returns to the action interpreter which processes

the next observation. When the teach sequence is exhausted the discourse context
will contain all the schemata necessary to achieve the goal.
The remaining sections will describe the model ingreater detail.
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5.2. Knowledge
5.2.1. Representation.
sets.

Both domain and discourse knowledge exist as schema

The schema representation is an offspring of the original STRIPS opera-

tors [FN71]. Operators include:
• The name: apattern consisting of akey and aset of arguments to match.
• Constraints, which express applicability conditions.
• Preconditions, which express variable conditions that must be true before the
operator can be applied.
• A body, which restricts the search for a series of operators that achieve the
postconditions.
• Postconditions, which express conditions that must hold after the operator
has been applied in order for its application to be considered successful. This
ensures that there were no conflicts at lower levels.
• Effects, which assert changes to the world.
Constraints, preconditions, postconditions, and effects are sets. All predicates in
the effects become true

-

potentially deleting previous effects

-

when an operator

is used. The other three sets express aconjunction of conditions that must hold.
Representing domain and discourse knowledge in the same form allows asingle plan
recognition module to accommodate both. Figure 5.3 gives agrammar for schemata.
5.2.2. Domain knowledge.

Domain knowledge forms a hierarchy. The leaves

of the hierarchy are primitive operators. The internal nodes are abstract operators.
Primitive operators correspond to actions that ateacher may take. Domain primitives are assumed complete and correct. The name of the primitive maps directly
to an observable action (e.g. in the robot domain only three named primitives exist:
goto, grasp, and release). Primitive names are not unique; they denote a class of
behavior.' A primitive is defined by its name, constraints, preconditions, and effects.
'See appendix A.
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Name Constraints Preconditions Body Post conditions Effects

-

*

Name

Var
Number
Id

Id

-*

Constraints

-+

[( Con diti on )*]

Preconditions, Postconditions

-+

[( Con diti on )*]

where each Condition E Uschemata Effects.
Body —+ AOG
Effects

-+

Condition

[( Con diti on )*]
Fred
Func
not Condition

-

where Fred and Func are predicates and functions over the domain
and the discourse context.
Id

___

Var

letter

-)

({

letter
digit

$Id

FIGURE 5.3. The BNF for knowledge schemata. Parentheses indicate
repeated elements; the asterisk (plus) means 0 ( 1) or more copies.
Braces contain alternatives.

Square brackets are used for sets.

BNF for an AOG is given in figure 5.7.

The
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For the action interpretation module their is no difference between constraints and
preconditions; they denote the conditions that must hold for the schema to match.
The effects stipulate how the environment changes when that action is performed.
Primitive actions are not decomposable and they can not fail, so they have empty
bodies and postconditions.

Figure 5.4 shows an example primitive operator that

moves the robot apprentice.

NAME:

goto $to
CONSTRAINTS:
not equal $ from $ to
PRECONDITIONS:
armempty
at robot $ from
BODY:
POSTCONDITIONS:
EFFECTS:
not at robot $from
at robot $ to
FIGURE 5.4. Example primitive operator. The effects match those of

moving the robot from one location to another.

Abstract operators are similar to primitive operators; they have the same fields,
but their body and postconditions fields will not be empty. The postconditions field
specifies a set of goals to be achieved; the body is a recursive AND/OR graph (AOG)
representing a procedure for accomplishing the goals of the operator.
in the AUG specify other operators

-

either primitive or abstract

-

The nodes

in the domain

hierarchy.
The example abstract operator shown in figure 5.5 is taken from the robot apprentice implementation; it stacks one block on another.
(tower $obj2 $hl).

It has as its effects

This asserts new information as the two operators in its body
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NAME:
stack $ objl $ obj2
CONSTRAINTS:
Block $ objl
Block $ obj2
equal $hl ($h2

+

1)

equal $ locl ($ 10c2

+
+

(( height $ obj2) / 2)
(( height $ objl) / 2))

PRECONDITIONS:
arinempty
clear $ objl
tower $ obj2 $h2
clear $ obj2
at $ obj2 $ 10c2
BODY:
AND[ OR[(OP:
VALUE:
OP. C ( OP
VALUE:

pickup $ objl

[])J
putdown $ objl $ locl

D)1

POSTCONDITIONS:
on $ objl $ obj2
EFFECTS:
tower $ objl $hl

FIGURE 5.5. Example abstract operator. Stacking ablock is achieved

by picking it up from some arbitrary location, and putting it down on
an existing tower. Note the existence of. a don't care variable for the
original location of $objl.
know nothing of towers. The body of the operator gives aprocedure for accomplishing the postcondition of (on $objl $obj2),

.

The abstract operator in 5.6 shows the

stack operator used in the recursive task of building atower.
Figure 5.7 gives agrammar for AOGs. All of the children subtasks of the AND nodes
must be performed, and one of the children of the OR nodes. The operators at the
leaves of the structure are domain primitives corresponding to the observed actions.
The body of the abstract schema are AOGs. The AOG structure supports recursion by
allowing cycles in the graph structure, but recursive nodes pass new arguments.
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NAME:
build-tower $ objl $n
CONSTRAINTS:
Block $ objl
Block $ 0bj2

$a

> 0

equal $nl ( On

-

1)

PRECONDITIONS:
armempty
clear $ 0bj2
BODY:
AND[ OR[(OP:
VALUE:
COP:
VALUE:
OR[(OP:
VALUE:

move $ 0bj2

0)
build-tower $ 0bj2 $nl

0)]
stack $ objl $ 0bj2

0)] J

POSTCONDITIONS:
on $ objl $ 0bj2
tower $ objl On
EFFECTS:
FIGURE

5.6. Example recursive operator. Building atower of height n

is accomplished by stacking ablock on atower of height n
tower of height
base case

-

ii

-

1is constructed either by moving ablock

1. The
-

the

or recursively. The postconditions act as a check to see

that the body accomplished the goal. The OR branches of the body are
searched depth first for amethod that satisfies the postconditions.

The operators in the body may contain variables not listed as arguments, but that
can be instantiated by the abstraction. The values field of the nodes in the body is
used for this purpose This allows subtasks to share information.
The body must be searched for asequence of operators that achieve the postconditions. The constraints and preconditions must hold before the body of any operator
can be executed. The effects field contains a set of additions and deletions to the
state, that are made if the operator is successful. These effects will augment those
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AND [(OR [( Node) + ])]

Node

InternalNode
LeafNode
RecursiveNode

p

-

InternalNodè

-

p

Op Value

where Op E ( Discourse schemata UAbstract domain schemata)
LeafNode

Op Value

-+

where Op E Primitive domain schemata
RecursiveNode

-+

Pointer Value

where Pointer is apointer to an ancestor node.
Value

-*

Var, Id))*]

where Var E S
where S is the set of variables in the Op for that node.

Id
Var

letter
-*

({

letter

digit

1)*

$Id

FIGURE 5.7. The BNF for recursive AND/OR graphs (AOGs). Parenthe-

ses indicate repeated elements; the asterisk (plus) means 0 ( 1) or more
copies. Braces contain alternatives. Square brackets are used for sets.
Note that the 0p portion of a node denotes a schema, and that the
body of abstract schemata are AOGs.
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asserted by the operators in the body; they may add information that the operators
in the body were not concerned with.
Domain schemata have no access to discourse knowledge. Their constraints, preconditions, postconditions, and effects are restricted to predicates and functions over
the domain. Their bodies can not explicitly refer to operators from the discourse
schema set, although the body may match asub-structure that contains adiscourse
marker.
5.2.3. Discourse

knowledge.

schemata, and rewrite rules.

Discourse

knowledge

consists

of discourse

Discourse schemata match conventional patterns in

the discourse structure. Rewrite rules implement the inference process that is needed
to interpret these discourse phenomena. The domain schemata are accessible to both
types of discourse knowledge. Domain knowledge may be required during schema
recognition (e.g. using two domain operations where a single one could be substituted is implicature), and during rewriting (e.g. anew domain schema may need to
be added).
Discourse schemata can encode conventional behavior that is intended to cause
changes to the procedure, but recognition of the schemata only mark the structure.
Discourse recognition fires rewrite rules, and the markings focus the analysis. This
design accounts for the fact that some discourse schemata will not be interpretable
until later in the discourse' (e.g. the irrational behavior of re-stacking the block in the
scenario of chapter 2).
5.2.3.1. Discourse schemata.

Discourse schemata encode ( a) conventional

ways of presenting material, (b) implicature, and (c) expositive acts.
Conventions on presentation are encoded as planning patterns that ateacher may
use in presenting an explanation.

Table 5.1 describes the discourse schemata for

conventional presentation implemented thus far. A small set has been implemented
in order to test the idea; mor
ecould be added.
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Coherent presentation
Name

Identifying behavior

Show—example

An action is performed that causes the goal conditions to
hold, and there is alogical structure to the subtask structure
that corresponds to depth—first execution.

Multiple—examples The goal conditions are achieved when the structure contains
apreceding goal node.

TABLE 5.1. The discourse schemata for coherent presentation.

The

right column describes the conditions under which the schema is recognized.

Implicature is represented by schemata that explicitly encode obvious ways of
breaking from convention (e.g. irrational behavior).

The discourse schema corre-

sponding to implicature with respect to rational behavior is shown in figure 5.8.

NAME:

irrational
CONSTRAINTS:

not null $postconds
PRECONDITIONS:

$postconds
BODY:
AND[ ORC(OP: $ op
VALUE: [<postcondit ions , $postconds>]

]

POSTCONDITIONS:
EFFECTS:

FIGURE

5.8. The schema for recognizing irrational behavior. The pat-

tern matches
executed.

if the postconditions already held before the operator was
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Table 5.2 describes the discourse schemata that have been implemented thus far
for implicature.

Implicature
Name

Identifying behavior

Irrational

An action is performed whose postconditions already held.

Do—undo

An action is performed whose effects clobber those of the
previous action.

Complex

Two operators are applied consecutively where there is asingle operator
not an abstraction of the two
that would
have the same effects.
-

Unnecessary

TABLE

-

An action is performed that is, or is part of an abstract
schema that is, unnecessary to achieve the goal.

5.2. The discourse schemata for implicature. The right column

describes the conditions under which the schema is recognized.

Expositive acts are conventional mechanisms for exposing obscure relations, disambiguating situations, and otherwise influencing interpretation. Expositives high—light
aportion of the discourse as critical for interpretation, and guide the learning process.
There are two types of expositives: explicit and implicit.
Explicit expositives are locally identifiable

-

only the actions involved in the ex-

positive need be considered. Because they are locally identifiable, explicit expositives
are a computationally efficient mechanism. They are easily recognized, and easily
removed from the interpretation once their role is understood. Figure 5.9 shows an
example discourse schema from the robot apprentice; it recognizes arecursive example.
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NAME:
Show- recursive
CONSTRAINTS:
$body

=

AND[ OR[(OP: ( goal-pattern)
VALUE: $ varsl)]
OR[(OP:

Do-undo

VALUE: _)]
OR[(OP: ( goal-pattern)
VALUE: $ vars2)]
$structure

=

$head

+

J

$body

PRECONDITIONS:
BODY:
$body
POSTCONDITIONS:
EFFECTS:

FIGURE 5.9. The Show-recursive discourse schema.

The pattern

matches when ( 1) the discourse structure contains two examples with
an intervening Do- undo marker, and (2) these steps are the last steps
observed.
Implicit expositives are not locally identifiable. They can be identified as expositive
only by reasoning about the overall discourse, and so are less computationally efficient
as expositive devices then their explicit counterparts. Moreover, they may not be
identifiable until more of the discourse is complete, so they may be considered in a
great deal of subsequent processing.
Table 5.3 describes the discourse schemata that have been implemented thus far
for expositives.
5.2.3.2. Rewrite rules.

Recognizing adiscourse schema marks the structure.

An appropriate rewrite rule is then sought to update the discourse context. Rewrite
rules are separated from discourse schema in this way because discourse schemata
may be ambiguous
-

-

asingle schema may suggest multiple possibilities for rewriting

and because rewriting may have to be delayed. The rewrite rule can be thought

of as having been triggered by the discourse schemata. Triggering is implemented
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Expositves
Name

Identifying behavior

Show—recursive

The goal conditions are achieved when the structure contains
apreceding goal node followed by an overlapping Do—undo
marker, and the new example is an extension of the first.
(Explicit)

Identify—relevani

An object is brought into focus, but not used, and can fulfill
arole in current problem solving. (Implicit)

Domain—relation

An object is is brought into focus, but not used, in temporal
or spatial proximity to objects that can be related through
the domain goal. ( Implicit)

TABLE 5.3. The discourse schemata for expositives. The right column

describes the conditions under which the schema is recognized.

by having the body field of the rewrite rule schema
schema and atransformation function

-

-

arewrite rule consists of a

contain the discourse schema. The schema

portion of the rewrite rule is matched against the discourse structure. This restricts
the rewrite rules that can apply for each schema.

Figure 5.10 shows the schema

portion of the rewrite rule corresponding to the discourse schema of figure 5.9.
Table 5.4 describes some of the rewrite rules implemented thus far. A small set has
been implemented in order to test the idea; more could be added.
The transformation portion of arewrite rule is afunction that can completely modify the discourse structure and domain knowledge. Rewrite rules have bi—directional
access to both the discourse structure, and the domain knowledge. Read access to
the domain hierarchy is needed for generalization. The transformation functions are
standard generalization techniques except that they are guided by discourse markers,
and restricted by felicity constraints.
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Name:
Marker:
Fender:
Trans:

Add-constraints
Show-example
An underconstrained variable and unneccessary steps that can be related.
The unnecessary steps are removed from the discourse structure, and the
constraint is added.

Name:
Marker:
Fender:
Trans:

Generalize-and-add
Show-example
No communicative acts.
The example is generalized and added to the domain knowledge. The
newly learned schema replaces the Show-example marker in the discourse
structure.

Name: Generalize-recursive
Marker: Show-Recursive (= (
goal-pattern), Do-undo, (goal-pattern))
Fender:
Trans: Generalize the recursive portion of the example, and add it to the domain
knowledge. Remove the Do-undo actions and marker. Replace the Showrecursive marker, and goal-pattern nodes with the newly learned recursive
operator.

Name:
Marker:
Fender:
Trans:

Generalize-multiple
Show-example, Show-example
No communicative acts.
The examples are generalized with combined SBL and EBL, and added
to the domain knowledge. The newly learned schema replaces the Showexample markers in the structure.

TABLE 5.4. A sample of the rewrite rule set. The Marker field indi-

cates what discourse marker triggers the rewrite rule. The Fender lists
further constraints that must be satisfied. The Trans field describes
the changes made to the discourse context by the rewrite rule.
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NAME:
Generalize- recursive
CONSTRAINTS:
PRECONDITIONS:
BODY:
AND[ OR[(OP:
VALUE:

Show-recursive

0)] 3

POSTCONDITIONS:
EFFECTS:

FIGURE

5.10. Example

rewrite

Show-recursive discourse schema.

schema

corresponding

to

the

The functional portion of the

rewrite rule ( 1) performs knowledge based generalization, and adds the
new schema to the domain knowledge; and ( 2) simplifies the discourse
structure.
5.2.4. Learning.

The goal of the learner is to construct a general operator to.

achieve the given conditions; the structure is its best approximation of the body of the
procedure at the current point of processing. The evolution of the discourse structure
can be thought of as incrementally learning the goal procedure.

5.2.4.1. The goal schema.

A special schema is added to the domain knowledge

at the beginning of each lesson. This schema will evolve into the goal procedure by
the end of the lesson. The body of the schema points to the discourse structure.
The rewrite rules generalize the discourse structure. At intermediate processing
stages the structure may contain discourse schemata. There role in the interpretation
is as markers for future processing. As the role of expositive acts is discovered they
are removed from the structure. Any constraints, preconditions, etc. that they were
used to indicate are added to the goal schema. By the end of the teach sequence the
structure should only contain domain schemata; at that point the structure can be
generalized to get the desired procedure.
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All domain schemata are kept in a completely gen-

eralized form. All references to domain objects are replaced by variables, and the
variables are paired with their original values and saved in asubstitution list. The
substitution list is associated with the operator. Any substitutions not specified at
the node that references the operator are taken from the substitution list.
Keeping schemata in this form
• allows multiple references to asingle operator using different values, and
• makes it simple to determine whether two nodes can be generalized.
The main advantage is for efficiency in the generalization process. Sharing variables means that generalization of the original value set generalizes all references
simultaneously.
The same principle is used for AOGs. Both the discourse structure and the body of
the schemata are AOGs expressing the hierarchical relation of the operators contained.
Keeping the same representation for both the schemata and the structure allows
several benefits.
• Generalization is simplified; it is easy to check if two operators have the same
structure.
• The discourse structure can be used directly as the body of the goal schema.
• AOGs can be shared. A sub—AOGs can be have two parents.
This again makes generalization simpler.

5.3. The algorithms
The following sections present the algorithms for each of the modules shown in
figure 5.1.

Pervasive recursion is the influence of a Chez Scheme implementation.

The presentation is brief; the implementation is over 3000 lines undocumented. The
discourse knowledge -is an additional 1000 lines of data and support functions, and
the robot domain is approximately 2500 lines.
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The main algorithm is given in figure 5.11. The

algorithm is as described in section 5.1.2.

LEARN( Teach-Sequence, Discourse- Context, Mode, Modified )
If the Discourse- Context was not Modified and Mode

=

domain

Then
If the Teach-Sequence is empty
Then DONE
Else LEARN( Teach- sequence tail,
INTERPRET ( Discourse-Context,
Teach-Sequence head)
Mode remains domain,
Modified is set to True )

Else

Let Updated-Discourse- Context
be RECOGNIZE( Mode, Discourse-Context )
If a schema was recognized

Then
If Mode

=

discourse

Then set Updated-Discourse-Context
to REWRITE( Updated-Discourse- Context )
LEARN( Teach- sequence,
Updated-Discourse- Context
Mode remains domain,
Modified is set to True )
Else LEARN( Teach-Sequence,
Discourse-Context,
Mode inverted,
Modified set to False )

FIGURE 5.11. The LEARN algorithm.

5.3.2. The action interpreter.

The action interpreter receives the discourse

context and the next observed teacher's action as input.

It returns thd discourse

context with aprimitive domain schema that corresponds to the action added at the
end of the discourse structure sequence.
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The observed action is apair: the teacher's behavior (e.g. opening the robot gripper,
or moving the arm), and the effects on the environment (e.g. the robot is no longer
holding the block, or a block and the arm have changed location). Interpreting an
action involves searching the domain primitives for a schema whose name matches
the teacher's behavior, and whose effects match those observed.
Each primitive with amatching name is tried. It is added to the discourse structure
and instantiated, backtracking when the operator's effects differ from observations.
The operator is discarded, and the search resumed, if no instantiation works. The
algorithm is given in figure 5.12.

INTERPRET( Discourse -Context, Action )

For each primitive schema in the domain hierarchy.
Match the schema name against the action name.
If amatch is found
Then
Add the schema to the Discourse-Context. (In the structure it becomes a
root node at the end of the sequence.)
Instantiate the new operator, backtracking when the effects of the new operator
differ from the observed effects of the Action.
Return the updated Discourse-Context, and save the state for back-tracking.

FIGURE 5.12. The INTERPRET algorithm.

5.3.3. Plan recognition.

Domain and discourse schema are both recognized by

the same module. The ,schemata are accessed through avariable pointer. The plan
recognizer reads schemata from the appropriate knowledge base and pattern matches
against the evolving structure. The body of a schema lists the operators that make
up the abstraction.

The recognizer searches the structure for a subsequence that

matches the pattern, and is independently consistent (i.e., all component schemata
have satisfied preconditions and constraints given the state that existed before the first
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operator is applied; and, the effects of the components do not contradict the effects
of the matching schema). If a schema matches then it is added to the structure as
the parent of the operators in its body, and all of its variables are instantiated. The
algorithm is shown in figure 5.13.

RECOGNIZE( Schema- set, Discourse- Context )

For each schema in the Schema-set
For all ordered subsequences of the nodes in the Discourse-Context structure.
Match the schema body against the ordered subsequence.
If amatch is found
Then
Add the schema to the Discourse-Context. (In the structure it becomes a
root node, and the nodes that matched its body become its children.)
Instantiate the new operator, backtracking when necessary.
Return the updated Discourse-Context, and save the state for backtracking.
Else Return Discourse-Context.

FIGURE 5.13. The RECOGNIZE algorithm.

5.3.4. Rewriting.
mation pair

-

The structure of the rewrite rules

-

aschema and transfor-

allow the rewrite and recognize algorithms to be almost identical.

The algorithm is shown in figure 5.14. Testing the applicability of a rewrite rule is
accomplished in the same way as recognizing discourse schema. This test will also
instantiate the schema, giving the substitution set for the transformation function.
The transformation function is then instantiated and applied to the discourse context.

5.4. Discussion
This chapter presented the details of the thesis model.

It was described as a

combination of explanation-based learning and intended recognition. These two ideas
were combined by augmenting domain knowledge with knowledge of the structure of
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REWRITE( Discourse- Context )

For each schema in the rewrite rules
For all ordered subsequences of the nodes in the Discourse-Context structure.
Match the schema body against the ordered subsequence.
If amatch is found
Then
Add the schema to the Discourse-Context. (In the structure it becomes a
root node, and the nodes that matched its body become its children.)
Instantiate the new operator and corresponding function, backtracking when
necessary.
Apply the rewriting function to the Discource-Context.
Return the updated Discourse-Context and save the state for backtracking.
Else Return Discourse-Context.

FIGURE 5.14. The REWRITE algorithm.
instructional discourse, constraints on the discourse, and mechanisms for exposing
obscure relationships.
The model provides two main advantages over the traditional explanation-based
learning framework.

First, both discourse and domain knowledge can be used to

interpret and generalize the teacher's explanation, so the model can accommodate
and utilize more natural instruction. Second, the process is naturally incremental, so
domain knowledge can be added during instruction, and used to interpret subsequent
behaviour.
The next chapter will illustrate the operation of the model by showing how it
processes the scenario of chapter 2.

CHAPTER

6

The Scenario Revisited
Chapter 2presented ascenario in which arobot was taught arecursive procedure for
constructing an arch. This chapter will show how that example is processed by the
model. A quick review of the instruction sequence follows, then astep—by—step walk
through will be given.
6.1. Recap
The initial state consists of six blocks and alintel scattered about the workspace.
One of the towers for an arch of height three exists at the outset. The teach sequence
begins with the instructor picking up the top block of the existing tower and putting it
down in its original position. This indicates that the tower's existence was fortuitous,
and that the tower will be used in construction of the arch. The teacher then moves
the lintel to directly beside the location where the columns will stand. This shows the
distance relationship between the base of the two towers. The second column is then
built, and the lintel placed on top

-

an arch. The lintel is immediately removed,

the towers both extended by adding one block to each, and the lintel stacked on the
extended towers

-

alarger arch.
6.2. The base case.

6.2.1. The focusing actions.

The first five moves of the teach sequence are

used to expose to the learner that the existing tower is to be used. At an abstract
level the actions constitute picking up the top block on the tower and putting it
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goto P2

stack b1)
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Irrational

goto pi
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FIGURE 6.1. Steps in analyzing the focusing instructions. Boxes indi-

cate primitive domain operators, ovals abstract domain operators, and
unframed text represents discourse operators. In step 1the discourse
structure is empty, so ateacher's action is added. In step 2no domain
or discourse abstractions can be recognized, so another teacher's action
is added. Step 3is the recognition of the domain pickup abstraction.
In the next two steps no domain or discourse abstractions can be recognized, so teacher's actions are added. In step 6the discourse complex
abstraction is recognized, and the two adjacent gotos are rewritten as
one. Step 7 adds a teacher's action. In step 8the domain putdown
abstraction is recognized, and in step 9the domain stack abstraction.
Step 10 recognizes the discourse redo schema, which, since no rewrite
rules apply, marks the sequence as expositive.
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down again in its original position. This violates the rational behavior principle. The
implicature marker is placed on the discourse structure.
The steps in. figure 6.1 describe pictorially how the model analyzes the teach sequence for these first five primitive actions. It shows the recognition of the domain
schemata for stacking the block back in its original position, and identification of this
as an expositive act.

6.2.2. Indicating the distance constraint.

The next portion of the teach

sequence involves moving the lintel to directly beside the location where the columns
will stand. Domain plan recognition succeeds in chunking this sequence. The resulting
structure consists of the redo expositive act from the final frame of figure 6.1 followed
by amove domain abstraction for the lintel.
Following the movement of the lintel, the next group of actions accomplishes moving
the base block for the second tower into its final location. The destination for this
move is under—constrained; ablock may be moved anywhere on the table. This fact,
together with the lintel movement, is sufficient to justify the distance constraint, but
not until the lintel movement can be identified as expositive. The first arch must be
completed before this will be possible.

6.2.3. Completing the base case.

The instructor may complete the arch by

extending the second column and placing the lintel on top. At this point the structure
shown in figure 6.2 has evolved.
After the goal conditions are achieved, since the efficient behavior principle demands that all actions taken in aplan are necessary [Po186], an expositive reason for
the presence of the lintel move will be' sought. The search
constraints

-

-

limited by obscurity

will examine the surrounding actions, and the relationship between

the under—constrained variable, the two towers, and the lintel will cause the ADD—
CONSTRAINT

rewrite rule to add the distance constraint to the evolving goal schema.
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FIGURE 6.2. The structure upon completion of the base case.
The precondition for stacking a lintel

-

that two towers exist to stack it on

provide an explanation for the redo actions.

-

The goal schema's preconditions are

updated to indicate that the first tower must exist.
The construction of the second column and the placement of the lintel become the
body of the task. Finally the new schema is generalized and added to the domain
knowledge. This new schema is shown in figure 6.3.
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NAME:
arch 3 $ lintel
CONSTRAINTS:
(approx ( distance $ 11 $ 12) ( length $ lintel))
PRECONDITIONS:
tower $blockl 2
BODY:
AND[ ORE(OP:

build-tower $b1ock2 $nl

VALUE: [< $nl, 2
OR[(OP:

>])]

stack $ lintel $blockl $block2

VALUE:

0)] ]

POSTCONDITIONS:
at $blockl $ 11
at $b1ock2 $ 12
on $ lintel $blockl
on $ lintel $b1ock2
EFFECTS:
arch 3 $ lintel
FIGURE
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The other result of rewriting is that the structure in the discourse context is simplified. The expositive and implicative acts have served their purpose, and the entire
structure is replaced by a specialized version of the newly learned schema as shown
in figure 6.4.
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FIGURE 6.5. The structure after removing the lintel.

6.3. Showing the recursive solution
6.3.1. Marking the recursive step.

The last step of the base case is to stack

the lintel on top of the two towers. The first step of recursive instruction is to undo
those actions.

This immediately marks these steps as implicature. Returning the

lintel to its previous location at the base of the towers identifies the portion that may
be omitted in the general solution.
The discourse structure after the removal of the lintel is shown in figure 6.5. Note
that the action of stacking and removing the lintel is marked as expositive, but no
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other change occurs. There is no appropriate rewrite rule. The action can only be
interpreted once the larger arch is completed. At that point the recursive expositive
can be recognized.
6.3.2. Completing the larger arch.

The remainder of the teach sequence in-

volves extending both towers by one, and then stacking the lintel on top again. Once
the lintel is placed the learner recognizes that the goal has been achieved a second
time. The discourse rules treat the second arch separately from the first

-

an ex-

ample cannot begin with the goal achieved. This constraint means that neither the
construction of the first arch, nor the removal of the lintel are perceived as part of
the second example. The discourse structure before rewriting is shown in figure 6.6.
Rewriting constructs a new operator for an arch of height four, and modifies the
discourse structure to incorporate the new knowledge. The new schema is shown in
figure 6.7.
The change to the discourse context is to replace the show example node with one
for the new schema; the body stays the same. The discourse context now contains
three top level schemata: the one learned for an arch of height three, an implicature
marker corresponding to the lintel movement for the recursive marker, and the new
schema for an arch of height four. This situation matches the recursive discourse
schema

-

an expositive. The corresponding rewrite rule builds the general operator

for recursively constructing an arch of height n. The learned schema is shown in figure 6.8. This new schema replaces the two more specialized operators in the discourse
knowledge.
Once again the discourse structure is simplified. The learner retains only the construction of the second tower, and the final placement of the lintel
version of the newly learned schema.

-

an instantiated
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NAME:
arch 4 $ lintel
CONSTRAINTS:
PRECONDITIONS:
tower $blockl 2
tower $b1ock4 2
BODY:
AND[ ORC(OP:
VALUE:
OR[(OP:
VALUE:
OR[(OP:
.VALUE:

stack $block5 $blockl

[1 ) 1
stack $b10ck6 $block4

0)]
stack $lintel $block5 $b10ck6

D)1 ]

POSTCONDITIONS:
on $ lintel $block5
on $ lintel $b].ock6
EFFECTS:
arch 4 $ linte].

FIGURE 6.7. The generalized schema learned for the second arch.

NAME:
arch $n $ lintel
CONSTRAINTS:
(approx ( distance $ 11 $ 12) ( length $ lintel))
PRECONDITIONS:
tower $blockl ($n

-

1)

BODY:
AND[ OR[(OP:
VALUE:
OR[(OP:
VALUE:

build-tower $block2 ($n

-

1)

0)]
stack $ lintel $blockl $block2

0)] ]

POSTCONDITIONS:
at $blockl $ 11
at $block2 $ 12
on $ lintel $blockl
on $ lintel $block2
EFFECTS:
arch $n $ lintel
FIGURE 6.8. The generalized schema learned for the goal.
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The only remaining actions to interpret are the instructors withdrawal from the
completed arch, and the stop action. The first is added to the discourse structure,
but cannot be recognized as part of an abstraction. The addition of the stop action
matches adiscourse schema that generalizes the goal schema, but, since the recursive
rewrite has already generated an operator for the general form of the goal, there is no
effect. The learner simply halts. The updated domain knowledge is stored for future
use by aplanner, or to utilize in more advanced lessons.

CHAPTER

7

Discussion
This' chapter analyzes the thesis model in terms of its ability to accommodate and
exploit natural instruction, and its viability as acomputational learning model. Before proceeding, however, it is important to make two things clear. The model is
not an attempt to implement speech act theory, nor is it an attempt to construct a
cognitively plausible model of task acquisition from instruction.
The first disclaimer

-

the non—implementation of speech act theory

-

is amatter

of pragmatics; speech act theory has not yet dealt with the communication of complex
information such as procedures, and the taxonomy of illocutionary acts developed
by Searle [Sea75b] has concentrated on acoarser classification than is useful in the
instructional setting'. Moreover, the cooperative nature of instruction limits the value
of many facets of speech acts (e.g. sincerity and irony). Thus the design of the model
has been motivated by an analogy with speech act theory, and in particular with the
idea of expositives, but no attempt has been made to implement the theory faithfully.
The key ideas that have been extracted from speech act theory are as follows.
(1) There is conventional behavior that is intended to have conventional effects
when performed in certain circumstances.

'Searle's taxonomy of illocutionary acts [Sea75b] does not seem useful for the instructional setting;
every statement is adirective.
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(2) The successful interpretation of the behavior depends upon recognition of the
actor's intentions, and this depends on shared knowledge and beliefs (i.e. the
conventions are context dependent).
(3) The actor behaves to facilitate recognition (e.g. by adherence to conventional
constraints, and by the use of implicature and expositives).
The second disclaimer

-

cognitive plausibility

-

is more an issue of degree. A

restricted form of cognitive plausibility is part of the goal, and part of the discussion
will deal with the extent to which the model succeeds. That portion of cognitive
plausibility that is of interest here is the student—teacher interface; the model should
be able to learn from the same sort of input that might naturally be provided to
a human student.

However, the model does not attempt to learn in exactly the

same way that ahuman student does (i.e. the learning process may be implausible),
nor exactly the same procedures (i.e. the representation may be implausible). The
interest in cognitive plausibility is more pragmatic: learning from natural instruction
means that existing teaching skills can be exploited, and many of these have evolved
seemingly because they have advantages to the teacher or the student.
Thus, the model is neither an attempt to implement speech act theory, nor an attempt to construct acognitively plausible model of task acquisition from instruction;
rather, it is an attempt to extract from speech act theory the mechanisms necessary to
accommodate natural instruction, while remaining viable as acomputational learning
model.
A final caveat must be made that relates to both issues.

The model has been

designed to be domain independent, hence the separation of domain and discourse
knowledge, but has been tested in only asingle domain. This admits the possibility
that the design may have been biased in order to accommodate or exploit some particular domain dependent behavior. Some argument must be made that this is not
the case, before any discussion of accommodation of natural instruction, or computational viability, can be meaningful. There are several arguments that can be made to
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suggest the domain independence of the design. First, the foundation of the design
is in speech act theory, and that theory is, in its essence, domain independent. This
suggests the domain independence of the overall design, both with respect to the use
of intended plan recognition, and in the design of the discourse knowledge. Second,
experimental evidence from cognitive studies has found a domain independent correlation between recognition of intention, and increased memory retention [Sch76].
Third, some of the proposed conventional constraints, such as rate and obscurity,
have been observed in avariety of domains [Van83]. Finally, some of the principles
underlying the design of the discourse knowledge (e.g. purposeful behavior [CPA81])
are generally accepted, not only for instruction, but across all cooperative settings.
These arguments are suggestive of domain independence, but proper treatment of
this issue would demand application of the model to alternate domains. Unfortunately, that is not possible to do within the bounds of this thesis

-

a great deal

of time is required for the construction of a domain theory (e.g. the robot domain
that was implemented for this thesis is approximately 2500 lines of SCHEME code,
undocumented, and required several months to complete)

-

but hypothetical exper-

iments can provide insight. Task learning in two alternate domains is discussed in
appendix B.
The remainder of this chapter discusses the two issues that were raised above.
Section 7.1 will examine the pragmatic aspects; the computational costs of processing
natural instruction will be weighed against the benefits. Section 7.2 will then examine
the ability of the model to accommodate natural instruction, and the extensibility of
the design to more completely model natural instruction.
7.1. Computational viability

The issue of computational viability involves weighing the cost of parsing the
teacher's explanation against the apparent computational benefits. This is extremely
difficult; anumber of complications arise in analysis.
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• The form of instruction can be varied in order to achieve different instructional
goals.

Instruction can be used to influence the model to construct a more

efficient, more general, or more accurate procedure. Analysis would have to
account for these trade-offs.
• The performance of the model depends on shared knowledge

-

both domain

and discourse. An analysis would have to examine the effects of differences in
the original knowledge.
• Both the discourse structure, and the domain knowledge can be modified by
each rewrite; analyzing the complexity of matching schemata at any particular
stage depends on both.
These issues, together with the sheer magnitude of the model, make aformal analysis
far beyond the scope of this thesis. Nonetheless, the computational difficulties and
advantages must be addressed.
Existing theoretical results indicate that at least the notion of learning from natural instruction is computationally viable.

The gist of the results on cooperative

presentation is that learning performance increases with the cooperativeness that the
learning model can assume. Blum [Blu9O] showed that there exists a concept class
that is learnable in the PAC model [Val84] where examples are presented in random order, but not in the mistake—bound model {Lit88] in which an adversary may
choose the order of the examples. Porat and Feldman [PF88] show that finite state
languages can be learned by a machine with finite working store from an ordered
presentation of examples, but not from arandom presentation. Gold [Gol67] showed
that descriptions not learnable from an arbitrary presentation of both positive and
negative examples could be learned from positive examples only, if the presentation
order was sufficiently regular. Finally, and most extreme, Valiant [Va184] suggests,
and Rivest and Sloan [RS88] show, that having the teacher actually identify, name,
and sequence the subconcepts

-

program the student

it places ahuge burden on the teacher.

-

makes learning trivial, but
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Instead of imposing some artificial structure on instruction, this research has attempted to exploit the structure of natural instruction. The instructional setting,
though not as cooperative as programming, is close to the positive extreme of the
cooperation spectrum. Rivest and Sloan [RS88] show the computational benefits of
the structure that VanLehn [Van83] discovered and exploited

-

the lesson structure,

with one disjunct per lesson. They give a polynomial algorithm that uses this
constraint, for an otherwise intractable problem.

The other constraint that Van-

Lehn [Van83] observed offers similar computational gains; the show work constraint
solves the problem of attempting to induce relationships with hidden objects. This
relates to results showing that when many attributes are available, but few are relevant, polynomial learnability can be achieved in only two ways: ( a) at the expense
of reliability [Lit88], or (b) by having a teacher point out the important attributes
[Val84]. Additional constraints can be shown as necessary through this learnability.
argument. Angluin showed that in order to learn some procedures the student must
already know certain others [AGS87] 2.
The fact that these benefits exist is, of course, not to say that the model exploits
them properly. The following sections discuss the computational issues with respect
to the thesis model. They are the issues that were outlined as potential advantages
of accommodating natural instruction in chapter 1.
• Less data may need to be supplied by the teacher, and so processed by the
student (i.e. there may be areduced sample complexity).
• The student may need to search less within the information supplied (i.e. there
may be reduced computational complexity).
• The likelihood of the student extracting the correct procedure is increased
(i.e. there is increased learning accuracy).
• Reliance on ashared procedural representation is decreased.
'This result is closely related to Winston's [Win75] hierarchical learning constraint
teacher show all subconcepts first.

-

that the
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• Reliance on shared domain knowledge is decreased.

7.1.1. Sample complexity.

The definition of sample complexity that has been

used in the evaluation of exemplar based learning models is essentially just acount of
the amount of information supplied. In exemplar based models this is simply the sum
of the sizes of all of the examples (i.e. SarnpleCornplexity exampje3

=

,

Example 1 1

where n is the number of examples). This definition can be adjusted to fit natural
instruction.

MacDonald [Mac9l] considered instruction complexity to include the

exemplar information, plus the cost of supplying additional information about the
examples'.

Under that definition it was argued that extra information about the

presentation of the examples could drastically reduce the sample complexity. That formulation highlights aproblem with defining sample complexity for the thesis model.
The problem is that the thesis model encodes information about the presentation of
information in the discourse knowledge, and so may cheat and encode the information
necessary to let the teacher program the procedure directly. To alleviate this problem
sample complexity should be simply the number of primitive actions observed. This
places an important limitation on the power of the instructor by accounting for the
cost of explicitly identifying relevant attributes (i.e. pointing or grasping). Still, the
discourse knowledge must be prohibited from encoding too much information, and
the only way to do that would seem to be to demand cognitive plausibility of each
piece of discourse knowledge. Some further restrictions need to be put in place in
order to make afair assessment. Natural instruction can allow the teacher to show
only part of atask, and expect the student to extrapolate4,but this power must be
excluded from consideration of sample complexity if afair comparison with exemplar
systems is to be made.

3This
4The

additional information was supplied through explicit devices such as afocusing button.
current model does not have this ability.
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Under the above definition of sample complexity the conjecture of chapter 1stands;
it is believed that sample complexity will be reduced in natural instruction.

Ex-

planatory information can obviate examples that would otherwise be needed. A few
examples with explanatory information can replace many without. Even for trivial
tasks, identifying irrelevant attributes can provide justification for generalization that
would otherwise require many examples to eliminate ambiguity. For large complex
tasks, in which independent subtasks may be accomplished in a context dependent
manner, there is an additional argument that can be made: enormous amounts of
redundant information will need to be supplied in the exemplar based approach,
whereas in the thesis model the subtasks can be generalized individually. More obviously directed at the sample complexity issue, there are conventional mechanisms
that allow the teacher to compress the transmission of information without sacrificing
reliability. This is analogous to anaphoric reference. Such amechanism is the recursive pattern that was used in the scenario of chapter 2. This mechanism can greatly
reduce the number of examples required. If the student is receiving only examples,
and happens to receive two examples that are recursively related, the relation cannot
be justified without an assumption that is equivalent to the discourse schema of the
thesis model. Thus there are ways for the teacher to expose relationships between
portions of the data being supplied, as well as about the domain, in order to reduce
the sample complexity.
7.1.2. Computational complexity.

As indicated above, the computational

complexity issue is not at all straightforward. Improved sample complexity would.
mean that the model would need to process less data, but the complexity of the interpretation process may far outweigh that benefit. The notion of implicature, for
example, raises an important point. The learner must search for violations of felicity
constraints, rather than assume there are none. Thus the system must do each of the
following.
9 Search for unnecessary operations in any examples.
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• Test each domain schema, after adding it, to see if it was irrational.
• Test for the do-undo pattern after each domain schema is added.
• Ensure that multiple disjunctions are not added by any evolutionary step.
• Test all domain primitives for equivalence with two adjacent observed actions.
The computational complexity of the algorithms for some of these problems, for a
single application, is substantial.

For instance, the general problem of identifying

unnecessary actions is NP-complete [FY92].
The model avoids obvious failings such as this by restricting each implicature test
to a polynomial problem. The unnecessary actions test, for example, is restricted
to a single unnecessary abstract action'.
polynomial by default.

The other discourse schemata tests are

Testing for irrationality is simple.

Each postcondition is

checked against the state that existed before the operator was applied. Testing for the
do-undo can be done simply by comparing the effects list of two adjacent operators;
this is clearly polynomial. Multiple disjunctions add nothing to the complexity. The
model only searches the space of single disjunctions; if that space is empty then
a multiple disjunction is detected.

Testing for equivalence between two adjacent

observations and a single domain primitive requires traversing the entire knowledge
base after each observation. Thus detecting each individual implicature mechanism
can be made apolynomial time problem, but that each is individually identifiable in
polynomial time does not mean that the overall algorithm is polynomial. However,
at least it admits that possibility.
The cost of recognizing discourse schemata is the negative side of the complexity
issue, but that cost is at least partially recovered, and possibly repaid many times
over, by exploiting the structure that they reveal. The discourse schemata expose both
5Testing

asingle abstract operator involves traversing the remaining top—level sequence once for

each of the operator's effects. If the effects of this operator are necessary for either the goal, or
any operator encountered on the way, then the operator being tested is necessary. The abstraction
hierarchy imposes astructure on the actions that salvages tractability [Yan92].
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discourse relations (e.g. the recursive teach strategy), and domain relations (e.g. the
distance constraint). This may substantially reduce the effort required to generalize by biasing the search. Together with felicity constraints, that disallow obscure
relationships, the resulting search is narrow and directed.

Additionally, discourse

schemata provide amethod for identifying relevant attributes, which has been shown
to restore tractability [Lit88].
7.1.3. Accuracy.

Natural instruction has been shown, experimentally, to in-

crease the probability of students learning correct procedures [Lam86]. The thesis
model should exhibit the same improved performance. The same mechanisms that
can be used to reduce computational complexity can also be used to increase accuracy
-

asmaller search space admits less ambiguity, and so increases the probability of

the student constructing the intended procedure. Moreover this mechanism is under
the control of the instructor, and it is believed that teachers act specifically to reduce
ambiguity. Rather than searching in aconstant way for generalizations of each part
of the procedure, the teacher's actions can be used to focus the search. Thus the
teacher can make explicit when to generalize, and in what way.
Ambiguity, and so accuracy problems, arise in two forms. The first is with respect
to the structure of the procedure. Instructional sequences can be ambiguous as to
what structure they are intended to represent. The second form of ambiguity is with
respect to the objects that the steps in the procedure act upon, and the conditionals
branch upon.
Two examples of the structural ambiguity problem have been discussed in previous chapters. The first was from the scenario of chapter 2. The importance of the
recursive marker
placing it

-

placing the lintel, then removing it, extending the towers, and re-

was shown by considering the potential of mislearning that ARMS [
Seg88]

incurred by discarding it. SIERRA [
Van83] provided the second example by indicating
the difficulties that students had with the regroup lesson. Evidence indicated that
students who had correctly learned how to regroup digits could not necessarily learn
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how to integrate the regroup procedure into the subtraction procedure. The teacher
must somehow indicate this relationship in order for the students to reliably learn the
correct procedure. The algorithm of Rivest and Sloan [RS88] overcame the difficulty
of the regroup lesson by assuming exactly one disjunct would be introduced by every
lesson.
The second type of ambiguity problem
and conditions

-

-

the objects that are involved in steps

is commented on by theoretical results discussed above. The results

show that alearning algorithm can only remain polynomial in its sample complexity
by sacrificing accuracy, unless it receives assistance from an instructor in the form of
identification of irrelevant attributes [Lit88]. The problem is even more complicated
than that however, since the ambiguity mat arise from entertaining notions of hidden
objects [Van83]. These can come in a variety of forms including counter variables
and stacks, but instructors can indicate the presence of these hidden objects as well.
VanLehn [Van83] pointed out that instructional methods could differentiate between
iterative and recursive procedures.
Thus natural instruction can efficiently and reliably communicate the form of a
procedure, where exemplar based methods cannot.
7.1.4. Reliance on shared knowledge.

A classic problem in machine learning,

and discourse processing, is to assume too much in terms of shared knowledge. The
problem comes in two forms: reliance on shared representation, and reliance on shared
beliefs. Reliance on shared representations is ageneral problem, but is accentuated
by exemplar based learners; examples provide the system with templates that it must
fit into some known structure; the structure that the examples are generated from is
assumed to be of the same form. A problem arises if the observing and generating
agents do not represent procedures in the same form.

A different representation

may require adifferent order, and number, of examples. Explanation based systems
reduce the reliance on shared representation, but transfer the problem to a domain
theory. These systems usually assume acomplete and correct domain theory. Thus
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the expert's explanation is guaranteed to be understood

-

although, as discussed

above, not necessarily in the way it was intended. Accurate plan recognition also
depends on shared knowledge; an accurate representation of the instructor's beliefs
and intentions is required [Po186]. Pollack's work distinguished between the beliefs of
the observing agent and those of the agent whose plan is being inferred. She points
out that differences in the beliefs of the two agents will cause one agent to see the
other's plan as invalid.
The representation used in the thesis model

of procedures as plans with precon-

-

ditions, constraints, postconditions, and effects

-

allows it to reason about the goals

of the procedure. This can allow it to achieve the goals through planning rather than
by having asubprocedure for it

-

which the teacher may have assumed. The model

still utilizes a domain theory, but dependence on it is lessened by introducing explanatory information. Educational studies show marked improvements for teaching
methods that emphasize explanation over examples [Lam86]. Students are seen to be
able to generalize more easily and successfully when ateleology is provided [Lam86].
Knowing the goals of the procedures also allows the students to problem solve more
successfully when flaws in their procedures are discovered. Pollack [Pol86] described
three ways of detecting these flaws based on perceiving the actor's plan as implausible.
• A plan is considered un-executable if it seems to contain impossible actions.
• A plan is considered ill-formed if all the preconditions are not satisfied.
• A plan is incoherent if its components are unrelated.
Thus the thesis model can detect flaws in its learned procedures, and correct them.
The thesis model reduces reliance on shared representation and domain knowledge
in another way as well

-

by replacing it with areliance on shared discourse knowledge.

This reliance has two advantages. First it has the cognitive plausibility offered by
speech act theory. Second it is domain independent knowledge. Discourse knowledge
reduces the reliance on shared knowledge by relieving the system of the responsibility
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of reasoning about structural requirements and dependencies; the teacher can simply
tell the system what is important, and how it should be represented.

7.2. Accommodation of natural instruction
This section will discuss the degree to which the model accommodates natural
instruction, and some possible extensions.

Currently the model accommodates an

unprecedented degree of naturalness. This is not saying agreat deal however, because
this is the first attempt to do so.

Nonetheless a large range of natural behavior

seems to be covered by the current implementation. The discourse schemata capture.
some standard teaching strategies and uses of implicature, and the overall design of
the model seems extensible to cover many more. Two categories of limitation are
discussed below, along with some methods for extending the model to account for
them. The first deals with restrictions that were placed on the model in order to
focus the research, and the second deals with design flaws.
7.2.1. Purposeful restrictions.

The thesis has not attempted to create afull

model of the student—teacher interface.

The model has intentionally ignored the

following aspects of acognitively plausible interface.
• Multi—media communication

-

The model has restricted communication to

domain operations. This was done in order to focus on what was considered
the most difficult part of the problem: separating expositive behavior from
demonstration. However, natural instruction allows communication over alternate media (e.g. gesticulation, speech, facial expression, etc.).
• Clarifications and corrections

-

Teachers may interrupt their explanations in

order to make aclarification or correction. Interruptions are avaluable tool
in that they let the teacher show important aspects before details, but as well
they admit the possibility of the teacher making amistake.
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Teachers

may prompt their students and await responses; students may respond, or
even interrupt to ask questions, or request clarifications.
Although these aspects of instruction have been intentionally ignored, they are important, and akey issue in the discussion must be the extensibility of the approach
to allow them. The following pages will discuss how each of these restrictions can be
removed.
7.2.1.1. Multi—media communication.
munication to asingle medium
manipulation of the domain

-

-

The thesis model has restricted com-

the teacher's only form of communication is through
but this is overly restrictive. Natural instruction usu-

ally allows multiple channels. The teacher can manipulate the domain, comment on
the behavior verbally, use gestures and facial expressions to mark the discourse, and
so forth. There are several things that should be noted about this restriction.
First, although teachers do communicate simultaneously over alternate media, they
also perform the sort of behavior dealt with by the thesis. The subtraction setting
provides an example of this sort of usage [Bad72, Van83]. Special notation is often
used to indicate the value of each column (e.g. units,tens,etc.). These actions are
within the domain, but they are clearly communicative. Thus, the restriction is not
inventing asituation that does not exist. The thesis imposes this restriction in order
to limit the scope of the research to a more reasonable problem then full cognitive
plausibility, in the interface.
Second, this restriction does not simplify the form of the problem, it actually
highlights one of the most difficult aspects: the separation of expositive behavior from
demonstrative behavior. Multi-media communication can confuse the separation of
media with the separation of act types.

There has been a tendency in the past

to assume that behavior in the domain provided examples, and that explanatory
information was given over separate media [Bad72, Van83]. However, this is not the
case, and eliminating the other media allows that to be seen.
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Finally, removing this restriction creates no problems. The approach used in OFFICE CLERK [
Mac91], for instance, could be incorporated.

OFFICE CLERK is an

instructable interface that allows the user to automate tasks by demonstrating them
to a metaphorical clerk. The interface utilizes afocusing button to make the user's
intentions explicit. The user can highlight some text, and press the focus button
in order to insert aconditional branch into the procedure that is being constructed.
This type of mechanism could be integrated into the thesis model with little effort;
pushing the focus button would simply insert an explicit focus discourse schema into
the structure.
7.2.1.2.

Clarifications and corrections.

Task-oriented dialogue conforms to

a hierarchical structure [SC75], the substructures of which are themselves cohesive
dialogues. Although the subdialogues may be removed without sacrificing the coherence of the larger constructs [Gro77], this is not simply an abstraction hierarchy; the
subdialogues correspond not only to subtasks, but also to interrupting clarifications
and corrections

-

a teacher halts the normal execution of a procedure to make a

correction, or to clarify the presentation, then resumes the original procedure. These
types of clarification and correction subdialogues are a crucial didactic tool (e.g. a
procedure may be executed to apoint of impasse and then corrected through backtracking to show adecision point), but they occur for another reason as well: teachers
make mistakes. In teaching complex tasks the instructor may find it difficult to perform the task in an optimal error-free manner and may need to resort to corrections.
The body of this thesis deals only with dialogues made up purely of subtasks, but
the model seems capable of being extended to handle interrupting clarifications and
corrections. The discourse knowledge implemented by this model is similar to that
used by Litman [Lit85] to formalize, in terms of meta-plans, the way that domain
plans ( and other meta-plans) may be introduced, continued, aborted, interrupted for
clarification or correction, and otherwise manipulated. Constraints on plan execution together with surface linguistic phenomena were used to guide her incremental
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plan recognition process. Litman's theory defined the relationships between plans as
manipulations of astack. When interruptions occurred, the current point of execution was stacked and recognition of the interrupting subplan began, with the context
for any particular plan given by the set of plans beneath it on the stack. Similar
to Grosz's work [Gro77] clue words and phrases were used to identify plan manipulations. When such surface linguistic phenomena did not occur, the theory used a
notion of coherence to guide the search. Coherence was an explicit preference of plan
continuations over interruptions, and interruptions over introductions of new topics.
A similar scheme can be used in the thesis model, and would require very little
modification. An additional notion of coherence is needed because the thesis model
is potentially dealing with unknown tasks. Felicity constraints can provide that coherence. Violation of felicity constraints that cannot be interpreted as implicature
can signal an interruption. Returns from interruptions are somewhat more problem-.
atic, and may require substantial reasoning about coherence between subsequences
of the post-interrupt instruction and the pre-interrupt instruction. These ideas are
discussed further in [LM92b].
7.2.1.3. Student—teacher interaction.

Natural instruction is interactive.

Teachers may prompt their students and await responses; student's may interrupt
to ask questions, or request clarifications. The current model does not support such
interaction, but could be extended to do so by taking advantage of results from discourse analysis.
Discourse analysis has discovered that the type of adiscourse defines its structure
independent of its content, and has proposed astructure for interactive instructional
dialogue [SC75]. It describes a grammar of lessons in terms of types of utterances
(e.g. statements, questions, commands, or responses) [SC75]. The grammar describes
the ways that different types of utterances are composed.
The hierarchical structure shown in figure 7.1 was developed to account for the
data from several classroom studies [SC75]. Five ranks, or levels, are defined: lesson,
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transaction, exchange, move, and act. These levels sit between, and are distinct from,
sentential grammar and non—linguistic organization. The lowest level of the discourse
scale, the act, overlaps with the highest level of the sentential grammar scale; a
discourse act corresponds roughly to one free clause plus any subordinate clauses.
There is asimilar overlap between the top level of the discourse scale and the lower
level of a scale associated with non—linguistic organization.

Each transaction in a

lesson, for instance, might correspond to the discussion surrounding asingle example;
and the lesson might be used to introduce asingle disjunction into aprocedure, as
in [Van83].
Acts are classified by their grammatical structure, and by context

-

both the

non—linguistic environment, and the utterances which precede and follow the one
being classified. From the relative position of subject and verb a clause is labelled
as declarative, interrogative, or imperative. Tactics associate an interpretation with
aclause based on the surrounding utterances. For example an initiation, or opening,
at the beginning of a teaching exchange may take one of three forms (directive,
informative, or elicitation), and each requires a different class of act as aresponse
(reaction, acknowledgement, and reply respectively).
Cawsey [Caw91] based an explanation generation model on this hierarchy. Dialogue
planning is defined separately from, but in a similar manner to content planning.
The levels in the dialogue hierarchy are based on the levels of description of Sinclair's
type hierarchy [SC75].

Dialogue operators take content goals as arguments, and

prescribe how to present the content. Cawsey's dialogue operators capture discourse
phenomena such as that an opening boundary consists of an opening marker followed
by ameta comment about the future discourse.
This structure could be inverted to guide the thesis system. It indicates when it is
acceptable to interact, and when it is expected. Uninterpreted expositives could be
used to bias the type of interaction that was suitable, or to determine that there was
no need.
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In addition to the restrictions that were intentionally

placed on the design, anumber of others appeared. These real or apparent flaws
in the design must be addressed. A brief list follows.
• Missing agent

The discourse knowledge must encode information about

-

how the performing agent can realize the discourse maneuvers. Actions such
as pointing are domain independent, but are not supported by the current discourse knowledge because it only considers how the domain was manipulated.
• Ambiguity

The model does not entertain multiple hypotheses; it depends

-

on backtracking to recover from interpretations that become unworkable. The
system can not reason about ambiguity as ahuman learner would.
• Non—linear plans

-

The model does not support partial orderings on the

actions for atask. This means that all orderings have to be represented explicitly in the domain knowledge. The current system will fail to recognize the
procedure should the teacher perform steps in adifferent order from the one
originally taught.
• Extrapolation

-

The model does not currently contain aperformance module.

This eliminates the possibility of the student extrapolating on an instructional
•sequence. The teacher may expect the student to fill in some obvious omitted
steps, but they will not be obvious to the current model.
• Coherence

-

A teacher will present an explanation in away that is believed

to be maximally coherent, but the model does not allow presentation to vary
from aknown form, so may fail to recognize the explanation completely.
• Memory

-

The model does not remember the discourse that has been pro-

cessed. The previous discourse evolves into the procedure for the task, thus
the system cannot reason about how it came to be in its current situation.
The remainder of this section addresses each of these issues in more detail.

7.
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Perhaps the biggest flaw in the model stems from

confusion with the separation of domain and discourse operations. The problem is
exemplified by pointing. Pointing is adomain independent operation, but relies on
adevice with which to point. The model has included knowledge about the device
which is manipulating the domain with the domain knowledge itself. Originally it was
thought that the discourse knowledge could describe such device dependent operations
by manipulations of the domain, but in retrospect this seems a perverse way to
approach the problem. The meaning of pointing can be considered independent of
the domain

-

and should be.

Knowledge of the physical capabilities of instructors, and conventional methods
of using physical motion to convey information, should be encoded in the discourse
knowledge. The domain theory should only describe the objects, and how they interact.
7.2.2.2. Ambiguity.

The model does not entertain multiple hypotheses. Ambi-

guity is handled by heuristically selecting the best, and stacking all other possibilities
for backtracking. The usual price to be paid for this approach is poor time complexity, and the usual saving is space and simplicity of design. Usually the decision to
use backtracking does not sacrifice correctness; in the instructional setting however
it does. Teachers can take steps to disambiguate situations, specifically because they
realize that they are ambiguous for the student. The model will usually not be able
to comprehend the meaning of such behavior.
One place where ambiguity is handled by the model is with respect to generalization. Ambiguity arises with respect to the amount of generalization that should be
done. ARMS [
Seg88] illustrates this problem. The teacher's solution is ambiguous as
to its generality. ARMS could arbitrarily choose adepth to descend the causal explanation to, and generalize at that point. This means that although the top level goals
may be satisfiable in many ways, the final generalization could demand the original
solution. The instructor can clarify the amount of generalization required by showing
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the relationships that should be generalized. In the scenario of chapter 2, by moving
the lintel to beside the base of the arch, and thus exposing the distance constraint,
the teacher directs the system to generalize the location of the base blocks. The thesis
model does this generalization, but not because it reasons about ambiguity.
The shortcoming with respect to ambiguity can be seen by considering the subtraction examples shown in figure 7.2. Example ( a) has two generalizations that explain
the existence of the 5in the units column of the answer. The first is simply the result
of ( 7

-

2), while the second involves the three visible objects 4,1, and 2, and the

hidden object 6 in the relation (4 + 2)

-

1. Example (b) is not consistent with the

correct relation (i.e. without first regrouping), but is consistent with the second. A
teacher might present this example pair, and then explicitly show that ( 5+3)

-

1was

not the correct relationship (e.g. by writing it down and crossing it out), and that
regrouping was required. The thesis model would be completely confused by such
behavior.

(a)

(b)

47
—1 2

50
—1 3

5

7

FIGURE 7.2. A pair of worked subtraction examples showing ambiguity

(from [Van83]).

The revision to the model to account for ambiguity is significant. The model must
carry forward all interpretations that are consistent with the instructional sequence,
and must reason about the teacher's behavior with respect to this ambiguity. This is
not atrivial problem, and proper treatment of it is worthy of fame and fortune.
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The model currently has no way of representing a

partial ordering among subtasks. This has two repercussions.
(1) Execution of the procedure will either insist on the ordering given in the procedure, or will have to reason about the precondition and effect relationships
during planning.
(2) Recognition of ateacher's behavior will insist that any attempts to have the
student recognize the use of a procedure will execute the steps in the same
order as they were originally taught.
The second of these is of greatest concern. Teachers may expect their students to
deduce that the order of execution of some steps is irrelevant, and behave accordingly.
Even more troublesome is that demonstrating the steps in an alternate order will still
not enable the model to build apartial order. This means that the teacher will have
to show how to generalize each total ordering separately.
Fortunately, the problem is easily fixed.

The model can be modified to reason

about precondition and effect relationships, and convert the total ordering to apartial
ordering.

A sequence can be converted to a partial ordering in polynomial time.

This should be done whenever a new procedure is constructed, or a known one is
generalized. The schema representation can easily be modified to explicitly represent
partial orderings.
7.2.2.4. Extrapolation.

The model currently has no performance module. It

was assumed that there was no need of one unless the procedures learned by the
system were to be executed. This was incorrect. A performance module is necessary
to accommodate the fact that a teacher will expect the system to extrapolate on a
sequence of actions

-

an instructor may use ellipses.

7.2.2.5. Coherence.

The representation of explanation strategies in the model

is to rigid. Cawsey [Caw91] describes an approach to managing interactive explanations and descriptions based on text planning, discourse analysis, and user modeling.
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The content of the interaction is planned for separately from the dialogue itself.
Discourse is planned to achieve maximal coherence with the discourse context which
includes, among other things, information about what concepts are currently in focus.
The content of the dialogue is planned based primarily on auser model. Portions of a
standard explanation which the user is known to already understand may be skipped,
and user knowledge may be exploited to compare or contrast with another concept.
The system may query the user when the user model cannot indicate whether or
not the user already has knowledge about the subject matter.

User interruptions

may modify the discourse context and/or the user model, so planning is incremental
allowing the course of the dialogue to be appropriately modified.
Even without interactive dialogue the representation of explanation schemata cannot accommodate the possibility of the teacher modifying orderings, or skipping
portions that are known.

This is the combined effects of two design flaws.

The

first is with the lack of support for non—linear plans that was discussed above. The
second flaw is an absence of reasoning about mental preconditions. The discourse
knowledge captures the idea of perlocutionary effects from speech acts, but fails to
reason appropriately about the preconditions for the application of aplanning schema.
7.2.2.6. Memory.

The model evolves the discourse structure into the proce-

dure that is to be learned. This design decision was originally intended to capture
information about which portions of the explanation had been understood, and what
they had been understood as meaning

-

the evolving procedure would essentially

absorb portions of the discourse that, could be interpreted. This design has anumber
of weaknesses.
(1) Situations that are ambiguous without memory of the path taken to evolve
the partial procedure, may not be with that information.
(2) Teacher's may refer back to portions of the discourse that have been absorbed
into the procedure.
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(3) Reasoning about the relationship between new information and old may change
the interpretation of either, or both.
The discourse structure should be kept separate from the evolving procedure, and
links should be maintained that represent how the two relate. However, exactly how
to reason about the previous discourse is not at all clear.

7.3. Summary
This chapter has examined the computational feasibility of the approach to machine learning taken in this thesis, and the extensibility of the design to more fully
accommodate natural instruction.
The introduction of explanatory information has been shown to be beneficial to
both teacher and student. The model was seen to offer improved sample complexity
and accuracy, and to reduce the reliance on shared domain knowledge and representation that is usually required, replacing it instead with more flexible and plausible
discourse knowledge.

The issue of computational complexity remains unresolved;

some arguments were made, but an analysis of the algorithm is beyond the scope
of this thesis.

Domain independence remains to be tested as well, although some

arguments were made to that effect 6.

-

Some shortcomings with respect to natural instruction were pointed out. It was
argued that the restriction to communication within the domain, although aflaw as
far as full natural instruction was concerned, actually focussed the research on the
most difficult part of the problem. Methods for extending the model to overcome
this restriction were discussed, as well as for the lack of support for interruptions,
and full interaction. A number of design flaws were discovered. The model offers no
support for reasoning about ambiguity, non—linear plans, ellipses, or behavior that is
sculpted to fit the system's knowledge. Evolving the discourse structure into the task
6See

appendix Bfor adiscussion of alternate domains.
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structure was also discovered to be aproblem. Remedies were suggested for each of
these deficiencies.
The point of the discussion was primarily to identify the strengths and weaknesses
of the approach, and to identify areas that require further investigation.

CHAPTER

8

Summary and conclusions
8.1. Summary
This thesis has investigated, from apragmatic machine learning stance, task acquisition from natural instruction. The research was motivated by the inability of
existing machine learning systems to accommodate natural instruction, and by the
benefits that it seems to offer (e.g. reduced sample complexity, reduced computational complexity, increased accuracy, reduced reliance on shared knowledge). The
search for atechnique that could process natural instruction led to speech act theory [Aus62, Gri57, Gri69, Sea69, Sea75a], and then to discourse processing techniques
based on that theory. The ideas from speech act theory, and the discourse processing techniques for implementing them, became the core of the thesis learning model.
av 'been extracted from speech act theory.
Three key ideas have
(1) Communication is achieved through conventional behavior that has consensual
meaning when performed in certain circumstances [Aus62].
(2) Successful interpretation of the behavior depends upon recognition of the
teacher's intentions, and this depends on shared knowledge and beliefs [Gri69,
Sea69, Sea75a].
(3) The teacher behaves to facilitate recognition [Gri69, Sea69] by limiting (a) the
rate at which new information is introduced [Van83], (b) the obscurity [Van83],
and (c) the ambiguity. This involves the following.
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(a) Felicity constraints

-
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Adhering to logical and conventional constraints

on the overall discourse, where ever it is possible.
(b) Expositives

-

Providing information to resolve situations that would

otherwise be ambiguous or obscure.
(c) Implicature

-

Signalling the student when special processing is required.

A prototype model was designed based on these ideas. Plan recognition
dard discourse processing technique

-

-

astan-

is used to understand the teacher's behavior,

which is treated as if generated by executing aplan to communicate the form of the
procedure.

The thesis model attempts to invert the planning process in order to

recognize the teacher's intentions, interpret the behavior, and construct the correct
procedure.

Knowledge of the conventional behaviors used in task instruction, the

constiaints on it, and the methods available to the teacher for providing expositive
information, and for signalling special circumstances, are made available to the recognition process. Ascertainihg the teacher's intentions, using this discourse knowledge,
is then the process of reasoning about how the teacher's behavior can be interpreted
as guiding the construction of aprocedure for the given domain goal. This reasoning
is based on machine learning.

The behavior is interpreted with respect to how it

could be used by an explanation—based learning model
knowledge

-

-

augmented with discourse

to incrementally construct the correct procedure.

The model was implemented, along with a test domain. A small amount of discourse knowledge was developed

-

enough to test the model's ability to learn asimple

task taught using arepresentative sample of the discourse techniques described above.
The test domain was athree dimensional blocks world containing arobot. The robot
learns arecursive procedure for constructing an arch of agiven height by considering
the actions taken by the teacher'. The model succeeds on this simple test, which
gives credibility to the basic design, but considering alternate ways of teaching the
task point out a number of design flaws in the prototype.

A number of ideas for

'The teacher manipulates the domain through the robot via ajoystick.
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improvements come from the discussion of these flaws, their remedies, and extensions
to support more complex discourse (e.g. full dialogue with interruptions).
8.2. Conclusions
The work presented here has introduced a novel approach to computational task
acquisition from instruction. From a machine learning perspective, the general research direction seems valid.

The view of task instruction as discourse does not

seem contentious, and allows the research to borrow from alarge body of knowledge.
Discourse analysis research continuously extends our body of knowledge about the
structure of discourse.

That work indicates that the communication process need

not be restricted to the presentation of optimal examples

-

that the structure of

instructional discourse can be exploited. Whether or not the current attempt to do
so is computationally feasible remains unresolved, and, as well, the model remains
to be properly tested, and extended to cover the full range of instructional behavior. Nonetheless, the implementation of the model showed that the design was self
consistent, in that it could be expressed at a low level of detail, and the ability of
the system to learn from a simple representative sample of instruction was demonstrated. Adequate evidence has been provided to propose that the general design is
computationally viable and extensible.

CHAPTER

9

Future research
The ultimate goal of this research is to construct acognitively plausible computational model of task learning from instruction

-

an artificial student that, given the

same input as ahuman student, learns the same procedures. This thesis was an important first step. The computational model that was developed, although developed
from apragmatic machine learning perspective, seems to encode reasonable cognitive
hypotheses. The design borrowed techniques that have been used to model the tacit
conventions that underlie natural discourse. Plan recognition, which forms the core of
the model, has been shown experimentally to be cognitively plausible [Sch76], and the
design of the knowledge used by the plan recognizer is based on philosophical research
in human communication [Aus62, Gri69, Gri75, Sea69], which is founded in discourse
analysis. Furthermore, there is experimental evidence that shows the ability of atutor
to compensate for poor example sequences with explanatory information [Van89].
The cognitive hypotheses that are implicit in the model are as follows.
(1) Task instruction can be understood as planned discourse that is based on
principles of goal oriented behavior.
(2) Students reason about both the logical and conventional constraints on:
(a) the discourse,
(b) the partial procedure that has been constructed, and
(c) . the relation between the two.
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(3) The reasoning process involves explicitly searching for implicature
violations of the constraints

-
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-

obvious

not simply assuming that the teacher will

adhere to them.
(4) These violations are used by the student to focus the search for an interpretation of the discourse around the location in the discourse where the violation
occurred.
(5) The need for special interpretation signalled by implicature will prompt the
student to expect expositive behavior, so behavior that is suspect will be considered with respect to how it resolves ambiguity, complexity, or obscurity.
Future research should verify these hypotheses.

A revised version of the model

that (a) corrects the flaws pointed out in chapter 7, and (b) generates all possible
procedures (i.e. all procedures consistent with the above hypotheses), could be considered atestable prototype. VanLehn's tutor experiment [Van89] provides an excellent
test. Teaching the revised model in the same way as those who were taught with the
non—felicitous lessons should generate the same bug set. Mote likely, agreat deal of
insight will be gained.
Future research should verify these hypotheses.

A revised version of the model

that (a) corrects the flaws pointed out in chapter 7, and (b) generates all possible
procedures (i.e. all procedures consistent with the above hypotheses), could be considered atestable prototype. VanLehn's tutor experiment [Van89] provides an excellent
test. A measure of the cognitive plausibility of the revised model would be to teach
it in the same manner as those students who received the non—felicitous lessons, and
compare the bug sets. Both similarities and differences would shed light on the role of
discourse phenomena in task learning, and so provide feedback for further refinements.
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APPENDIX

A

The robot world
This appendix lists the initial domain schemata for the robot world.
A.1. The primitive domain schemata

Grasp
Name:

grasp $obj

Definition 1.

Close the gripper on ablock that is resting on the table.

Definition 2.

Close the gripper on ablock that is resting on another block.

Definition 3.

Close the gripper on alintel that is resting on the table.

Definition 4.

Close the gripper on alintel that is resting on two blocks.
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Release
Name:

release $obj

Definition 1.

Open the gripper when the block that being carried is resting
on the table.

Definition 2.

Open the gripper when the block that being carried is resting
on another block.

Definition 3.

Open the gripper when the lintel being carried is resting on the
table.

Definition 4.

Open the gripper when the lintel that being carried is resting
on two blocks.

Goto
Name:

goto $loc

Definition 1.

The coordinates of the empty robot gripper change to $ loc.

Definition 2.

The coordinates of the robot gripper change to $loc, and the
object it is holding change accordingly.
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A.2. The abstract domain schemata

Pickup
Name:

pickup $obj $loc

Definition:

Pickup the object $obj from location $loc. Position the robot
gripper so that the gripper can be closed around $obj, and perform agrasp.
Decomposition: goto $locr, grasp $obj

Putdown
Name:

putdown $obj $loc

Definition 1.

Putdown object $obj at $loc; where the robot is holding $obj,
and $loc is on the table. Position $obj at $ loc, and perform a
release.
Decomposition: goto $locr, release $obj

Definition 2.

Putdown block $obj at $ loc; where the robot is holding $obj,
and $loc is on top of another block. Position $obj at $loc, and
perform arelease.
Decomposition: goto $locr, release $obj

Definition 3.

Putdown lintel $obj at $loc; where the robot is holding $obj,
and $loc is on top of two blocks. Position $obj at $loc, and
perform arelease.
Decomposition: goto $locr, release $obj

A. THE ROBOT WORLD

Move
Name:

move $obj $locl $loc2

Definition.

Move object $obj from $locl to $1oc2.
Decomposition: pickup $ obj $ locl, putdown $obj $loc2

Stack
Name:

stack $objl $obj2

Definition.

Stack block $objl on top of block $obj2.
Decomposition: pickup $obj $ locl, putdown $obj $loc2
where $loc2 is on top of $obj2.

Name:

stack $objl $obj2 $obj3

Definition.

Stack lintel $objl on top of blocks $obj2 and $obj3.
Decomposition: pickup $obj $locl, putdown $obj $loc2
where $loc2 is on top of $obj2 and $obj3.
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Build-tower
Name:

build-tower $obj $n

Definition.

Build atower of height $ n with block $obj at the top.
Decomposition: either
(1) move $obj2
stack $obj $obj2
or (2) build-tower $obj2 ($n
1), stack $obj $obj2
-

,

-
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B

Alternate domains
The body of the thesis dealt only with the robot domain.

Task learning in two

alternate domains is discussed below.
B.I. Arithmetic
The multi—column subtraction domain that was discussed in section 3.3 would provide an excellent test domain for the thesis model. The exemplar based teaching
methodology that was used by SIERRA is the one typically used in schools [Van83,
Bad72], but educational experiments have studied alternate techniques that involve
more of the discourse phenomena supported by the thesis model [Lam86]. The experiments show that students taught in ways that relied more on understanding
explanation than on induction from examples learned more successfully (i.e. fewer
bugs were observed during performance). A hypothetical experiment that indicates
similar possibilities under the thesis model is described in the following text.
A possible scenario for the instruction of multi—column subtraction might begin
with asingle column example; this would introduce the representation (acolumn of
two numbers underlined with the answer written underneath) and demonstrate the
additive relationship. Arbitrary length multi—column non-borrow examples could be
shown immediately using extra notation (e.g., vertical bars) to focus the student on
the individual columns. As well as making the n-ary nature of the algorithm explicit,
this affords the teacher achance to introduce the relation between the columns and
the base 10 number representation [Bad72]. This could be done either by labeling
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the columns, or by extracting anumber and rewriting it as the sum of its constituent
digits corrected for place value [Lam86]

-

or both. Leading zeros could be introduced

to circumvent the confusion that occurs when the bottom number is shorter than the
top [BB78]; then they could be removed. Since single digit subtraction is already
knowii, no problems should arise until borrowing is required. Borrowing should be
introduced in multi-column examples rather than 2-column examples as is typical.
The problem with the 2-column examples is that it allows the possibility of inducing the concept that the borrow is always from the leftmost column into the units
column, a commonly observed bug [BB78, Van83]. Students also frequently induce
aless-than- or- equal condition instead of aless-than; highlighting the condition
for borrowing could be done simply by writing a less-than symbol. Another commonly observed bug involves regrouping. Data suggests that some students fail to
recognize the connection between alesson showing digit regrouping and the following lessons that require borrowing [Van83]. This relationship could be elucidated by
walking through an example to the point where borrowing is required ( and hence an
impasse is reached [Van83])'.
Aside from implementing the domain knowledge for arithmetic, little would have to
be done to upgrade the thesis model for this scenario. Most of the expositive behavior
in this scenario (e.g. the additional notation to show the grouping into columns), can
be identified by the current model because of its lack of necessity in achieving the
goal. The most problematic portion of the scenario would be Goldtein's setup step;
it is not currently implemented.
B.2. Desktop clerk
Another interesting test domain for the model comes from work with instructable
interfaces for desktop management. MacDonald [Mac91] developed a simple "clerk"
'This is called Goldstein's setup step [EG82], and indeed some teacher's do this; unfortunately
there is no data to verify the conjecture that there is a correlation between this style of teaching
and students who avoided the bugs associated with that misunderstanding [Van91].
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agent that could be programmed by demonstrations that were augmented with additional information.

Conditionals could be taught when the teacher used a focus

button and highlighting to tell the clerk to focus on a certain visible feature, such
as the sender field of an electronic mail message. The clerk would make subsequent
actions conditional on the recorded value of the field. The teacher would also tell the
clerk to "forget" the current focus, and foci could be nested.
The thesis model presents a less intrusive alternative.

Instead of providing the

teacher with additional communication methods that are outside the task domain
(such as a "focus" menu item), discourse techniques allow the teacher to expose
important information within the task.

In the " clerk" setting, the teacher might

select the sender field in a message, then put the message into a folder with that
name. On recognizing that the selection was not an essential act, the learner would
look for arelationship between this and the next action, and would notice the folder
name.

But in neither case would the teacher need to move out of the instruction

scenario and tell the agent to "focus."

